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SUBJECT: Re: [astrologyandtimingevents] Charts for practice
FROM: Anup M <dalh_1@yahoo.com>
TO: "astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com" <astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com>
DATE: 14/04/2015 08:04

Dear Ramesh Ji

Death was in Mars Mahadasa where as karak is Sa for 8th house in the rasi chart.

Exploring D-10, we can see Mars is placed with Sa in Aqu,
Here Mars becomes samdharmi to Sa for D-10 chart IN PARTICULAR.

We take D9 for samdharmi related to all houses but for any particular divisional chart, we can go indepth
for more layers.

Regards
Anup

From: "ramesh mishra aarceemastro2002@yahoo.co.in [astrologyandtimingevents]"
<astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com>
To: astrologyandtimingevents <astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com> 
Sent: Monday, 13 April 2015 1:30 PM
Subject: [astrologyandtimingevents] Charts for practice

Respected Guruji and list members,
Pranam,
Chart-6 Dec 1953, 7:35 AM ,Satara. Died on 09 Apr 2015 due heart attack.
Running MD/AD Ma/Ju.
MD lord is karak for house 3 and it is with 6 bindus aspecting lagna malefically. This Ma is in 6th house in D9. It is also
rootkarak for 3rd house.
Therefore karak and rootkarak both aspects lagna with malefic sight.

Planet Sa is karak and karakamsa for 8th house . It occupies house C for 7th house and aspects lagna too.
Ma is in rootkarak house of 8th as B.It is in Me navamsa. So moolansha Me is in house C of 8th house.

Therefore this may be the reason death occurred in the MD of Ma.
It is clear from the chart that Ju is LOE for 8th house and occupy 7th house. Ju aspects lagna too.Ju has highest point in SAV
for 8th house.

In her daughter' chart the event happened during Ju/Ju period.
Ju is karak for 4th and occupy house D with 3 bindus.Here Ju becomes stronger by taking points from Mo places 4th from Ju.
Mo has acquired 6 bindus thus making 4 : 10 relationship each other.
Here Ju aspects 9th house with benefic sight.

I noticed that in both the charts Ke is involved. In father chart Ke is in house B and in daughters chart Ke is in house B of 9th
his father.
Thanks and pranam.
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SUBJECT: Re: [astrologyandtimingevents] Charts for practice
FROM: Anup M <dalh_1@yahoo.com>
TO: "astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com" <astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com>
DATE: 14/04/2015 20:08

Nirvana Ji

Though this is a advance portion which we are discussing here to check death in this chart.

8th house is for death,end of first house.Any person after birth will bear this house for death inevitably from day one
to his/her last breath unlike other events of life.One CAN or CAN NOT buy some good house,find suitable job,get
married,achieve promotions,sail good business etc etc in life but 8th house (death) have to trigger one day for
everybody and at any moment destined as per birth time.

These all events can be for brahamcharya ashram (upto 25 years),grahasta ashram upto 58 years except this final
journey.

Going further,D10 can reflect micro part  beyond rasi chart, provided birth time is correct
and these charts can trail agewise of any person for various aspects of life.

Hope its clear now.

Regards
Anup

From: "nirvana_seeker3@yahoo.com [astrologyandtimingevents]" <astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com>
To: astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Tuesday, 14 April 2015 6:27 PM
Subject: Re: [astrologyandtimingevents] Charts for practice

Anup,

Since the person was 62 years old, shouldn't a higher divisional chart be seen, and not d10?  I thought D10 applied in the first
25 years of life.  I could be wrong but please clarify.

Many thanks,
Nir

SUBJECT: Re: [astrologyandtimingevents] Happy Birthday Anup ji
FROM: Anup M <dalh_1@yahoo.com>
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TO: "astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com" <astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com>
DATE: 17/04/2015 20:03

Dear Ash Ji

Many thanks for your wishes.

Regards
Anup

From: "Ash's Corner kas@ashtro.ca [astrologyandtimingevents]" <astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com>
To: astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Friday, 17 April 2015 12:58 AM
Subject: [astrologyandtimingevents] Happy Birthday Anup ji

Dear Anup ji,

Wishing you a very happy birthday and many happy returns of the day.

Have a great year ahead.

Cheers !!!
Ash -> http://www.ashtro.ca

SUBJECT: Re: [astrologyandtimingevents] Malefic aspect on A,B,C in worksheet
FROM: Anup M <dalh_1@yahoo.com>
TO: "astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com" <astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com>
DATE: 20/04/2015 08:14

Rachna Ji

Points of Ve (-5) are reduced in worksheet for the 7th house.

You can reconcile with the following WS.

Bindu3 4 5 5 5 5 3  
HseSAV Su Mo Ma Me Ju Ve Sa HQP
1 29 16 16 9 8 21 14 14 0.22
2 26 16 11 15 14 21 12 10 0.14
3 24 12 7 9 18 15 15 8 0.53
4 28 16 10 4 19 12 26 26 0.25
5 24 15 18 15 16 13 13 11 0.00
6 29 17 5 7 17 27 13 9 0.06
7 23 10 7 14 18 22 8 20 0.00
8 25 22 7 1 9 2 21 20 0.25
9 29 9 14 14 19 25 15 15 0.01
10 32 11 11 12 13 26 15 9 0.02
11 35 12 7 (3) 14 25 17 21 0.05
12 33 13 9 5 17 14 7 19 0.06

http://www.ashtro.ca/
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Do paste your worksheet to recheck.

Regards
Anup

From: "indukrishna_84@yahoo.com [astrologyandtimingevents]" <astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com>
To: astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Monday, 20 April 2015 3:14 AM
Subject: [astrologyandtimingevents] Malefic aspect on A,B,C in worksheet

Namaste Guruji, Ashji and other learned members,
I have a question on the malefic aspect on A,B,C in the worksheet calculation used in the advanced program. I have
searched the archives and could not find any message that mentioned a correction required in this section.

In my worksheet the points are not reduced for malefic aspect even if the house is not owned by the planet or the planet is
not in swa-ansha.

Example Chart: 
Dob: Nov 16 1985
TOB: 4.20 am
Coordinates: 10N46 76E39
In H7 worksheet, Ve has 5 BAV points and aspects House B. Ve is not LoD oe LoE, Navamsha lord of Ve is  Saturn. I would
expect to reduce -5 points for Ve. However, the worksheet does not reduce any points.

I have tried several charts and I did not see even a single case where points were reduced due to malefic aspect. It will be
great if I could get some clarity around this.

Thanks
Rachna

SUBJECT: Re: [astrologyandtimingevents] Malefic aspect on A,B,C in worksheet
FROM: Anup M <dalh_1@yahoo.com>
TO: "astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com" <astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com>
DATE: 21/04/2015 12:34

Rachna ji

The Excel prog you are having is correct.

I was checking points in some other prog which guru ji gave me during its midway
development/modification.

Pls check Ve status why its not reducing points for 7th house as i cant access prog right now in office.

You can find clue in H7 final strength.

Regards
Anup
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Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android

From:"indukrishna_84@yahoo.com [astrologyandtimingevents]"
<astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com>
Date:Mon, 20 Apr, 2015 at 20:42
Subject:Re: [astrologyandtimingevents] Malefic aspect on A,B,C in worksheet

Namaste Anupji,

My worksheet points look different from yours

This is from the spreadsheet that came along with the book.

Thanks
Rachna

SUBJECT: Re: [astrologyandtimingevents] Malefic aspect on A,B,C in worksheet
FROM: Anup M <dalh_1@yahoo.com>
TO: "astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com" <astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com>
DATE: 22/04/2015 07:50

Rachna Ji,

I am seeing an emergence of a new KAS enthusiastic now.

Will definitely say, you are trying to understand basics without skipping important laws.
We all still make mistakes in course of learning but you are keenly observing things.

Last week, i was checking a chart with Sco lagna where Sa with 6 bindus in 3rd house and Ju was in 4th house
with 5 bindus respectively.Mo was in 12th house having 3 bindus.Now
Sa and Ju were aspecting Mo in 12 house were not reducing it's points for 12th house.
After a short spell,i found Ju being LOE for 12th house will not do this but why Sa was not reducing its power by 6
bindus ? 

I could not make ,kept scratching my head like anything.I requested guru ji to explore this.
I realised my mistake.Here Sa was samdharmi to Mo, being in fourth place but guru ji
advised that here MOON CAN NOT BE A BOSS EXCEPT enjoying the samdharmi relationship
of Sa.So here Mo will not be powerful for all the houses absorbing basic power of Sa.

Similarly,for a while just forget Ve with 5 bindus aspecting 7th house.I hope i am not diverting the topic again here
while comprising this preamble. 

We assume that even a single  bindu can not be malefic.In our WS,we only go for positivity of events.How good
an event will be,we set an average cut off line with 12  points in worksheet.If its less than 12 points,then also the
event is benefic but its less comfortable, or it is acceptable to say "less good".We add 5 points to if a planet is
LOD or LOE merely to differentiate from rest of planets otherwise you can add as many points as you want for this
merit.All these things automatically compute in mind as conditioner as you go through more and more charts.

In your chart,main question is whether Ve will oppose 7th house matters or not,this Ash ji has already responded
in previous mails.To get more perception,like Ve is samdharmi to Sa naturally and in navamasa too,by this

https://overview.mail.yahoo.com/mobile/?.src=Android
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virtue,Ve has some merit or not,let guru ji advise us
once more.

Keep it up 

Regards
Anup

From: "indukrishna_84@yahoo.com [astrologyandtimingevents]" <astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com>
To: astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Tuesday, 21 April 2015 9:50 PM
Subject: Re: [astrologyandtimingevents] Malefic aspect on A,B,C in worksheet

Namaste Anupji,

I am at loss here 

For libra ascendant 7th house is Aries. LoD is Saturn and LoE is Me. The karakansha lord of Ve is Sa. So, Ve is Samadharmi
to Sa who is LoD.

Is there a law that states that a SD to LoD cannot cast malefic aspect on A/B/C? I am not sure of this.

Either ways, I cannot relate to the formula used to arrive at the points for malefic aspect.

The following is the formula from H7 for Venus:
= IF((M52<>""),(8-M52)*(M52<4)*(M51<>$M$11)-M52*(M52>4)*(M51<>$F$40)*(M51<>$G$40)*(M51<>M$18),"")

considering the first part: (8-M52)*(M52<4)*(M51<>$M$11)

(8-BAV points of Ve)*(BAV of Ve is less than 4)*(Ve is not the 6th lord)
In the chart given, this would come to (8-5)*(FALSE)*(TRUE)=0
I am good with this.
Considering the second part: M52*(M52>4)*(M51<>$F$40)*(M51<>$G$40)*(M51<>M$18)

(BAV of Ve)*(BAV of Ve is greater than 4)*(Ve is not LoD)*(Ve is not LoE)*( Ve is not Ve)

For any planet, the last part of the formula will be false. (M51<>M18) because M51 will always be equal to 18 if the planet
casts its aspect on the corresponding house(A,B or C) indicated by the row. This formula would work fine if the planet is
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either LoD or LoE. But, if the planet is not LoD or LoE, I cannot understand how this formula would reduce points for a
malefic aspect.

It will be great if you could provide me an example where you have an example where the worksheet is deducting points for
any planet for its malefic aspect on A/B/C. But for now, I have tried three charts and did not get even one case where there
is a malefic aspect. There are malefic aspects on planets but not on A/B/C. 

If it is just one scenario, then I can think that I might have missed something. But is it possible that all those three charts
don't have malefic aspect on any house? I don't know.

Thanks
Rachna

SUBJECT: Re: [astrologyandtimingevents] Malefic aspect on A,B,C in worksheet
FROM: Anup M <dalh_1@yahoo.com>
TO: "astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com" <astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com>
DATE: 26/04/2015 10:11

Rachna Ji

Posting a chart as you asked.

15th july 1980
  5.00am
 32N04  75E28 (male)

The person suffering from polio since first year.

Father died on 6.6.1990
Married in march 2011
Daughter born in Feb 2012 and son in apr 2013

Here sun is in lagna with 5 bindus samdharmi to Me 
You can check aspect of Sun on 7th house.

Regards
Anup

From: "indukrishna_84@yahoo.com [astrologyandtimingevents]" <astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com>
To: astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Thursday, 23 April 2015 2:27 AM
Subject: Re: [astrologyandtimingevents] Malefic aspect on A,B,C in worksheet

Thanks for your kind words. I will try to put in my best effort.

Thanks
Rachna
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SUBJECT: Re: [astrologyandtimingevents] Pune workshop [1 Attachment]
FROM: Anup M <dalh_1@yahoo.com>
TO: "astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com" <astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com>
DATE: 27/04/2015 20:01

Respected Guru ji and Group

Its great you share this good news.
Deepak ji,rajesh ji and all members who did their best to organise this workshop
shows interest and dedication towards KAS.

Could not open the attachment guru ji.I hope few pics can be shared after a day or two.  

 congratulations  

Regards
Anup

From: "Krushana Jugal krushana@gmail.com [astrologyandtimingevents]"
<astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com>
To: astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Monday, 27 April 2015 1:47 PM
Subject: [astrologyandtimingevents] Pune workshop [1 Attachment]

[Attachment(s) from Krushana Jugal included below]

Dear Members,
A happy and enthusiastic news for all Kas learners.
 All the participants in this workshop are highly educated and have passed Jyotish shastri degree. All were satisfied.It was
a very successful workshop. A very nice group formed in Pune Kas cluster. All the participants will be continuing Study of
KAS and will be meeting more frequently. Names of the participants will be given later. Please find the photo of all
participants attended Kas Workshop held in pune on 25th and 26th April 2015 in attachment.
Happy learning and blessings,
krushana    

SUBJECT: Re: [astrologyandtimingevents] Malefic aspect on A,B,C in worksheet
FROM: Anup M <dalh_1@yahoo.com>
TO: "astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com" <astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com>
DATE: 28/04/2015 10:39

Rachna ji

Also check 9th house.
Ju with 2 bindus adding power for this house or not?

Regards
Anup

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android

From:"indukrishna_84@yahoo.com [astrologyandtimingevents]"

file:///F:/YAHOO%20MESSAGES%20VIA%20YAHOO/astrologyandtimingevents/PrintCache/2051525.mbox/2051525.mbox.htm
https://overview.mail.yahoo.com/mobile/?.src=Android
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<astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com>
Date:Tue, 28 Apr, 2015 at 5:21
Subject:Re: [astrologyandtimingevents] Malefic aspect on A,B,C in worksheet

Namaste Anupji,

Thanks for sharing the chart. The aspect of sun on the 7th house is 0 in the H7 worksheet:

I will go ahead and update the worksheets manually. I like it better because that will help me to get the
basics clear in my mind.

Thanks
Rachna

SUBJECT: Re: [astrologyandtimingevents] Transit chart for Mar 27 2014
FROM: Anup M <dalh_1@yahoo.com>
TO: "astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com" <astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com>
DATE: 28/04/2015 10:39

Rachna ji

Pls check the degree of Ma in libra.
Its 0 LI 9

We in KAS use our ananshya which is causing this difference.

Regards
Anup

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android

From:"indukrishna_84@yahoo.com [astrologyandtimingevents]"
<astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com>
Date:Tue, 28 Apr, 2015 at 8:58
Subject:[astrologyandtimingevents] Transit chart for Mar 27 2014

Namaste Guruji,Ashji, Anupji and other learned members,

When I cast the transit chart for March 27 2014, Mars is in Libra. However, as per the panchang Mars is in
Virgo on that date. How should we proceed in such cases?

It will be great if you could guide me with this.

Thanks

Rachna

SUBJECT: Document - 29 Apr 2015, 22:17
FROM: Anup M <dalh_1@yahoo.com>

https://overview.mail.yahoo.com/mobile/?.src=Android
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TO: Astrologyandtimingevents <astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com>
DATE: 29/04/2015 22:26

Dear friend

Well it could be magical for other systems but not for KAS.

You can move back to lesson n.20 "Children and the fifth house" where everything was well explained
about all these things.

Have a look after downloading attachment.Its CONCEPTION CHART with age of  mother

-Anup

SUBJECT: Re: [astrologyandtimingevents] children
FROM: Anup M <dalh_1@yahoo.com>
TO: "astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com"
<astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com>,"astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com"
<astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com>
DATE: 29/04/2015 22:41

Sreeder ji

Perfect.

-Anup

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android

From:"Sreeder Chandrasekaran sree_kalpax@yahoo.com [astrologyandtimingevents]"
<astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com>
Date:Wed, 29 Apr, 2015 at 22:28
Subject:Re: [astrologyandtimingevents] children

Hello Dadhi Ji,
      I have come across the following rule (From Ash Ji's email I believe) while reading about the rules of determining the sex of a
child (Seniors can correct me if I am wrong).
      For checking the sex of a child, we look at the father's chart. If the antardasha running planet is lord of second house (Lord D
of 5th house) it will be a girl child but if its lord of house 10 (Lord E of 5th house) it will be boy child. I have tried this chart on
myself :) and also on few of charts which I have seen and this seems to be working so far.
 
Regards,
Sreeder

From: "Dadhi jyotishi1008@gmail.com [astrologyandtimingevents]" <astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com>
To: astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Wednesday, April 29, 2015 9:21 AM
Subject: [astrologyandtimingevents] children

 
Hi,

https://overview.mail.yahoo.com/mobile/?.src=Android
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Sometimes ladies or couples are not sure or even aware of date of conception. Is
there some KAS view to see from natal chart sex of a child?

Also, how many children are suppose to be conceived in one's liftime? Of course, all
according to KAS principles....

all the best, 
Dadhi

SUBJECT: Re: [astrologyandtimingevents] Salman Khan
FROM: Anup M <dalh_1@yahoo.com>
TO: "astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com" <astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com>
DATE: 10/05/2015 10:10

Dear SG and Group

Instead looking for the recent event first, we should go for his past events like
the native is still unmarried.He has few relationships.

He started his career 1988 onwards with few successful movies.
In the year 1994,he established himslef commercially and never look back after.

On 28th Sept 2002, he was arrested for rash driving.

He was sentenced for a year on 17th Feb 2006 though he was granted bail after 4days stay in prison in black
buck hunting case.

In past he had been indulged in such incidents where he is facing legal complications till now.

For these noted events we can check the chart.

► There is Sa + Ju delay.Sa is with Mo.
► Ma and Ve are in same sign and nakshatra.

► Me gave one zero in third house and goes to 6th house from this.
► Does this has positive or negative impact being in 6th from own house?

► Also Me is also 6th lord in 8th house with 8 bindus.

► Mo is in 8th from own house.

W h a t  a l l  t h e s e  t h i n g s  s i g n i f y ?

Please discuss as Ash ji wrote.

Regards
Anup
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From: "sguptakas@yahoo.com [astrologyandtimingevents]" <astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com>
To: astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Friday, 8 May 2015 2:13 AM
Subject: Re: [astrologyandtimingevents] Salman Khan

If he goes to jail in next few days (pending any appeal), he will come out of it in 5 years (assuming he doesn't get any
parole).  He will be in Saturn/Jupiter period at that time.  Jupiter has less than 12 points in the 11th house so he may
have challenges (income related) till Jupiter's antra ends.

Next period is of Mercury.  Mercury is a very strong planet in this chart.  It is in the 6th house from its own (Gemini and
3rd house).  Mercury is in Saturn's navamsa, and Saturn is in its own rashi.

I expect him to be much stronger, much more powerful, much more successful when all of these events are behind him.

Mercury is in the 8th house - spoils marriage result (2nd from the 7th house).  Saturn/Moon combination, Jupiter in
Libra in D9.  All pointing towards no happiness from marriage or no marriage.

Questions - 3rd house is 0% for Mercury.  Will it still be considered strong being in the 6th house from Gemini?

Mars is a strong planet and aspects the lagna.   Is it the reason he is into exercise/body building etc.?

Another interesting point - his 11th house points are only 27 and 12th house points are 26.  Is he an extravagant person?
 Or, could it show his charity and amount of money he may be giving to charities?

10th house points are 26 - less than 28.  I am not sure if I understand it.  For a person of his stature, I would have
expected more than 28 points in 10th and the 11th houses.

SG

SUBJECT: Re: [astrologyandtimingevents] Salman Khan
FROM: Anup M <dalh_1@yahoo.com>
TO: "astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com" <astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com>
DATE: 11/05/2015 20:52

Dear SG

Me has a zero in 3rd house means no planet has supported Me in this house in SAV.

Now this Me has gone to 6th house (in 8th house ) from 3rd house.

we should judge it's power noting this instance.Just a hint.There is no direct punch line.Think over it.Write
down your understanding.Nothing bad even  if you are wrong.Afterall members will be benefitted too.

Regards
Anup
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From: "sguptakas@yahoo.com [astrologyandtimingevents]" <astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com>
To: astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Monday, 11 May 2015 4:09 AM
Subject: Re: [astrologyandtimingevents] Salman Khan

Anup, 

I have the same question (as noted in my message and yours) - if Mercury is giving 0 in the third house, and goes to the
6th house from it, will it still be considered strong?

I have some other questions on this chart, as written in my other messages.

If you or Ash can help answer those questions, I will be grateful.

SG

SUBJECT: Re: [astrologyandtimingevents] Re: Karak House Clarification
FROM: Anup M <dalh_1@yahoo.com>
TO: "astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com" <astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com>
DATE: 19/05/2015 21:06

Dear Sreeder Ji

A lot has been discussed in archives what you have asked.
Take one point at a time.

Suppose 7th lord goes to 5th house (11th from 7th house) and in upchaystahn.there are two points.

1 Root karak moves to house B (5th house)

In this case ,event for the 5th house matters can occur early because 7th house lord itself resides in house B
or we can say overall result for 5th house might be little better. 

2  If 7th lord has more than 4 binuds,this will favour any planet in 2nd house having less than 4 bindus
because this will add its basic power to this planet.In other words ,it will favour 2nd house.On the contrary,you
can judge the overall effect if this planet has less than 4 bindus and might oppose 2nd house matters.

Study charts while taking examples like Jup,Mer or Ve which are usaually having more than 4 points and also
with Sa ,Ma etc.having less than 4 bindus.

Regards
Anup

From: "Sreeder Chandrasekaran sree_kalpax@yahoo.com [astrologyandtimingevents]"
<astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com>
To: "astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com" <astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, 19 May 2015 5:55 AM
Subject: Re: [astrologyandtimingevents] Re: Karak House Clarification

Dear Guruji & Senior Members,
      I just wanted to follow up on the discussion of "Karak House" which was done sometime back. So summarize, whenever lord
of house B goes to house A, it will affect the results of house B, 6th House from house B, and 4th house from house A (if the
lord of House B has less than 4 points in house A).
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      Assuming what I have listed above is correct, please confirm/correct if the following deduction can be made? Say if the lord
of house B goes to 11th house from its own house (ie., 4 houses ahead of house A) and also lets assume if lord of house B is
having more than 4 points in that house. So that being the case, the lord B will strengthen the House A (as its 4 houses away
from that with more than 4 points). So can I presume that this is a negative influence and can affect the results of house B?
 
Regards,
Sreeder

From: Sreeder Chandrasekaran <sree_kalpax@yahoo.com>
To: "astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com" <astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, August 7, 2012 10:31 PM
Subject: Re: [astrologyandtimingevents] Re: Karak House Clarification

Dear Guruji, thank you very much for the additional details!
 
Regards,
Sreeder

From: krushana Jugal <krushana@gmail.com>
To: astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Tuesday, August 7, 2012 10:13 PM
Subject: Re: [astrologyandtimingevents] Re: Karak House Clarification

 
Dear sreeder,
When the person him self is authorized to take decision for his own work, he will definitely favor
his own deeds. (Refer the case of Adarsh Society, Authorized person have given benefit to his
relatives) Similar result can happen when the lord of house B is situated in its karak house
A.This means lord of house B is authorized to get control on house B. In such case its decisions
will be as per his own nature. In such case result of house B will hamper. 
That is the reason when any planet is situated in 8th house from its own sign. 
Case of Jupiter is exception to this law. Mars in Scorpio, or Venus in Taurus also have different
meaning, but is such case result of other sign of mars and also Venus as house B gets some loss
and reduced happiness. 
I hope this will clear your doubt. 
Thanks and regards
krushana
 

On Wed, Aug 8, 2012 at 7:49 AM, Sreeder Chandrasekaran <sree_kalpax@yahoo.com> wrote:
 
Dear Ash Ji,
       Thank you very much for the details. But unfortunately I am still not clear on the reasoning
especially the following line which you have typed,

     So now B house is phal as phal lord its gone in KArak sthan so its become weak and will spoil the result.

          In fact my question is why is that? Because being "phal lord" why should it be weak when it
is in Karak Sthan. Not sure if I am missing to understand anything fundamental here, pardon
my ignorance. Thanks.

Regards,
Sreeder

mailto:sree_kalpax@yahoo.com
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From: ashsam73 <kas@ashtro.ca>
To: astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Tuesday, August 7, 2012 1:44 PM
Subject: [astrologyandtimingevents] Re: Karak House Clarification

 
Dear Sreeder ji,

The beauty of KAS is that all the laws are fixed and there is a proper and concrete logic behind
everything.

Now lets take Lagna lord, if Lagna lord is placed in 8th house then what happens?

1st house is B for 1st, A for 6th, Mool Karak sthan for 11th. 

So now B house is phal as phal lord its gone in KArak sthan so its become weak and will spoil the result.

Now treat 1st house as A. So LoA is responsible for quality and quantum of House B and 1st house as
Mool Karak is responsible again for quality and quantum.

So now treating Lagna as House A so the responsibility of House A over House B which becomes 6th
house. So now if the Lord of A itself has become weak, means lets take a tree now 

Fruit is B
Stem or bark of tree is A
Roots are F or RK.

So if roots are spoilt so the quality of fruit will become weak or there might not be any fruit depending
on how severely the roots are spoilt.

Similarly if bark or stem of tree is spoilt or weak then again the tree cannot bear good fruits or there
might not be any fruit.

In order for the fruit to be nice in both quality and quantum or size the position of its Roots and STem or
bark both must be excellent. 

So same thing here. So here the key is to treat Lagna first as House B so A becomes 8th house. Next is to
consider Lagna as A so House B become 6th house. Next to consider Lagna as Mool Karak or F so that
is for 11th house. 

Now if Lagna lord is in 8th house then that is House D for 11th house correct?

Now here again as per our laws, if a planet is in House D or E with more than 4 bindus then it becomes
eager to give the result.

So here if Lagna lord is in 8th house with more than 4 bindus then it will spoil 6th house quality as A
house is Lagna and it will become eager to give timing of House B = 11th.

If its with less than 4 bindus then it will not become eager and it will be in House D with less points so it
will spoil the results.

So the laws are the same and nothing has changed. 

mailto:kas@ashtro.ca
mailto:astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com
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Cheers !!!
Ash

--- In mailto:astrologyandtimingevents%40yahoogroups.com, Sreeder Chandrasekaran
<sree_kalpax@...> wrote:
>
> Dear All,
>       I am one of the few lucky fellows who recently purchased Guruji's book - "KAS Dimensions -
Reader 1". In going through the book I had some clarifications & questions. Could someone be kind
enough to help me understand this? Thank you in advance for the help!
>  
> Regards,
> Sreeder
>  
> Question 1:Its stated that any planet placed in the 8th house from its own house (ie., in karak house)
will become weak and can spoil the result of the 6th (which is its own home) and 11th house from it and
depening on its ashtakavarga points (if less than 4) can spoil the 4th house too from it. Unlike the house
ownership which has clear logic behind it, is there any similar reasoning for this? I have been trying to
meditate on this but I fail to understand why a planet should spoil its own house results when placed in
the karak house? Do I need to accept this as a rule rather than trying to get the logic behind this?
>  
> Question 2: This is basically an extension to the previous question. We all know that Jupiter's exalted
position based on sign is Cancer. Now lets say that in a chart Jupiter is placed with more than 4 points in
Cancer sign. Should I now treat this as a positive point for Jupiter or should I consider it as negative
quality since its placed in 8th position from its own house (Sagittarius)? Will the qualities of
"Sagittarius" house be spoiled or good effects be enhanced due to this position of Jupiter?
>

SUBJECT: Re: [astrologyandtimingevents] Re: Karak House Clarification
FROM: Anup M <dalh_1@yahoo.com>
TO: "astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com" <astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com>
DATE: 22/05/2015 08:10

Dear Sreeder Ji

Taking Aries lagna ,Mars in Aqu is again in upchayasthan for first house.

This might effect 8th house matters but its not only major factor that we should consider
to ascertain quality part.

Now suppose this Mars is in Sco navamasa,hence this becomes karakansha for the first house which in turn
is in 11th house.Again this is in upachyasthan.This will add power to second,fifth (house C) and 6th house

mailto:astrologyandtimingevents%40yahoogroups.com
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which is house E for the first house thus strengthing 
these houses.

Further,if any planet say Me with more than 4 bindus resides in 8th house,this may again oppose Ma in 11th
house,so we have to judge the overall effect considering rest of the planets as well.

As you keep thinking and go deep,you will inspect the fine details how KAS explain small things in broader
aspect.

Regards
ANUP

  

From: "Sreeder Chandrasekaran sree_kalpax@yahoo.com [astrologyandtimingevents]"
<astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com>
To: "astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com" <astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com> 
Sent: Thursday, 21 May 2015 9:58 AM
Subject: Re: [astrologyandtimingevents] Re: Karak House Clarification

Dear Ash Ji,
        Thanks for the explanation, but my question was little different. As you have stated in your email let me try to re-phrase my
question with concrete house/lagna positions.
         For example, as you mentioned lets take Aries as 1st house (ie., Lagna) for a chart and assuming I am considering the
house B as 1st house (ie., Aries). So karak (House A) of this first house is 8th house ie., Scorpio which is also owned by Mars.
Now I am assuming this Mars is placed in the Aquarius (House 11) sign with less than 4 points. Because its less that 4 points I
am thinking this will oppose the qualities of karak house (ie., Scorpio). But since 8th house (House A - Scorpio)) is owned by
Mars itself, I was wondering this won't affect the overall karkatwa of the planet (and hence not affecting the result of house B
which is Aries here).
         Can you please confirm if this understanding is correct?
 
Regards,
Sreeder

    

From: "Ash's Corner kas@ashtro.ca [astrologyandtimingevents]" <astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com>
To: astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Wednesday, May 20, 2015 9:16 PM
Subject: Re: [astrologyandtimingevents] Re: Karak House Clarification
 

 
Dear Sreeder ji,

Lets take 1st house to be Aries and lets say Mars is in 7th house in Libra according to your example and its with less
than 4 bindus.  Lets take 2 bindus as an example.  

So Mars here will aspect House B so itself will not give the results of House B i.e. 1st house but on the other hand it
will aspect 1st house with +6 bindus therefore in the WS the power of Mars increase.  

So as far as timing of results goes our law is that  if a planet aspects either house a b c then they will not give the
results their SD will give the result.  Now if Mars is 20 to 23deg30 in Libra than its aspect will not be bad and it can
still give the result for House B and since its points in WS are good all its ill effects will get nullified.

Hope it clarifies this.

Cheers !!!
Ash -> http://www.ashtro.ca

http://www.ashtro.ca/
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On May 19, 2015, at 10:39 AM, Sreeder Chandrasekaran sree_kalpax@yahoo.com [astrologyandtimingevents]
<astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

Dear Anup Ji, 
         Thanks again for clarifying and confirming on the concepts. This is in line with what I had understood so far.
Extending this now to the next level, please guide me if the below logic what I have construed is correct.
         Say I am looking for a test case where in house B is "Aries" or "Libra". The karak for both these houses are lord
of "Scorpio" & "Taurus" signs respectively ie., the lord of A & B are one and the same. Now lets say if Mars or Venus is
placed in the "Aquarius" and "Leo" sign respectively with less than 4 points, then they would oppose the qualities of
the house A (Scorpio or Taurus) respectively which would eventually affect house B. 
         But since the house they oppose (ie., house A) is the one they own themselves, so can I say that this won't have
any negative influence on the qualities of house A? Can I presume these 2 cases as an exception to the rule we
discussed so far?
 
Regards,
Sreeder
   

From: "Anup M dalh_1@yahoo.com [astrologyandtimingevents]" <astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com>
To: "astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com" <astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, May 19, 2015 8:36 AM
Subject: Re: [astrologyandtimingevents] Re: Karak House Clarification
 

 
Dear Sreeder Ji

A lot has been discussed in archives what you have asked.
Take one point at a time.

Suppose 7th lord goes to 5th house (11th from 7th house) and in upchaystahn.there are two points.

1 Root karak moves to house B (5th house)

In this case ,event for the 5th house matters can occur early because 7th house lord itself resides in house B
or we can say overall result for 5th house might be little better. 

2  If 7th lord has more than 4 binuds,this will favour any planet in 2nd house having less than 4 bindus
because this will add its basic power to this planet.In other words ,it will favour 2nd house.On the
contrary,you can judge the overall effect if this planet has less than 4 bin dus and might oppose 2nd house
matters.

Study charts while taking examples like Jup,Mer or Ve which are usaually having more than 4 points and
also with Sa ,Ma etc.having less than 4 bindus.

Regards
Anup

mailto:sree_kalpax@yahoo.com
mailto:astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com
mailto:dalh_1@yahoo.com
mailto:astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com
mailto:astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com
mailto:astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com
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From: "Sreeder Chandrasekaran sree_kalpax@yahoo.com [astrologyandtimingevents]"
<astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com>
To: "astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com" <astrologyandtim ingevents@yahoogroups.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, 19 May 2015 5:55 AM
Subject: Re: [astrologyandtimingevents] Re: Karak House Clarification

 
Dear Guruji & Senior Members,
      I just wanted to follow up on the discussion of "Karak House" which was done sometime back. So summarize,
whenever lord of house B goes to house A, it will affect the results of house B, 6th House from house B, and 4th house
from house A (if the lord of House B has less than 4 points in house A).
      Assuming what I have listed above is correct, please confirm/correct if the following deduction can be made? Say
if the lord of house B goes to 11th house from its own house (ie., 4 houses ahead of house A) and also lets assume if
lord of house B is having more than 4 points in that house. So that being the case, the lord B will strengthen the
House A (as its 4 houses away from that with more than 4 points). So can I presume that this is a negative influence
and can affect the results of house B?
 
Regards,
Sreeder

From: Sreeder Chandrasekaran <sree_kalpax@yahoo.com>
To: "astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com" <astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, August 7, 2012 10:31 PM
Subject: Re: [astrologyandtimingevents] Re: Karak House Clarification

Dear Guruji, thank you very much for the additional details!
 
Regards,
Sreeder

From: krushana Jugal <krushana@gmail.com>
To: astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Tuesday, August 7, 2012 10:13 PM
Subject: Re: [astrologyandtimingevents] Re: Karak House Clarification

 
Dear sreeder,
When the person him self is authorized to take decision for his own work, he will definitely favor his own deeds.
(Refer the case of Adarsh Society, Authorized person have given benefit to his relatives) Similar result can happen
when the lord of house B is situated in its karak house A.This means lord of house B is authorized to get control on
house B. In such case its decisions will be as per his own nature. In such case result of house B will hamper. 
That is the reason when any planet is situated in 8th house from its own sign. 
Case of Jupiter is exception to this law. Mars in Scorpio, or Venus in Taurus also have different meaning, but is such
case result of other sign of mars and also Venus as house B gets some loss and reduced happiness. 
I hope this will clear your doubt. 
Thanks and regards
krushana
 

On Wed, Aug 8, 2012 at 7:49 AM, Sreeder Chandrasekaran <sree_kalpax@yahoo.com> wrote:
 
Dear Ash Ji,
       Thank you very much for the details. But unfortunately I am still not clear on the reasoning
especially the following line which you have typed,

     So now B house is phal as phal lord its gone in KArak sthan so its become weak and will spoil the result.

          In fact my question is why is that? Because being "phal lord" why should it be weak when it is in Karak Sthan.
Not sure if I am missing to understand anything fundamental here, pardon my ignorance. Thanks.

Regards,
Sreeder

mailto:sree_kalpax@yahoo.com
mailto:astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com
mailto:astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com
mailto:ingevents@yahoogroups.com
mailto:sree_kalpax@yahoo.com
mailto:astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com
mailto:astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com
mailto:krushana@gmail.com
mailto:astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com
mailto:sree_kalpax@yahoo.com
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From: ashsam73 <kas@ashtro.ca>
To: astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Tuesday, August 7, 2012 1:44 PM
Subject: [astrologyandtimingevents] Re: Karak House Clarification

 
Dear Sreeder ji,

The beauty of KAS is that all the laws are fixed and there is a proper and concrete logic behind
everything.

Now lets take Lagna lord, if Lagna lord is placed in 8th house then what happens?

1st house is B for 1st, A for 6th, Mool Karak sthan for 11th.  

So now B house is phal as phal lord its gone in KArak sthan so its become weak and will spoil the
result.

Now treat 1st house as A. So LoA is responsible for quality and quantum of House B and 1st house as
Mool Karak is responsible again for quality and quantum.

So now treating Lagna as House A so the responsibility of House A over House B which becomes 6th
house. So now if the Lord of A itself has become weak, means lets take a tree now 

Fruit is B
Stem or bark of tree is A
Roots are F or RK.

So if roots are spoilt so the quality of fruit will become weak or there might not be any fruit depending
on how severely the roots are spoilt.

Similarly if bark or stem of tree is spoilt or weak then again the tree cannot bear good fruits or there
might not be any fruit.

In order for the fruit to be nice in both quality and quantum or size the position of its Roots and STem
or bark both must be excellent.  

So same thing here. So here the key is to treat Lagna first as House B so A becomes 8th house. Next is
to consider Lagna as A so House B become 6th house. Next to consider Lagna as Mool Karak or F so
that is for 11th house.  

Now if Lagna lord is in 8th house then that is House D for 11th house correct?

Now here again as per our laws, if a planet is in House D or E with more than 4 bindus then it becomes
eager to give the result.

So here if Lagna lord is in 8th house with more than 4 bindus then it will spoil 6th house quality as A
house is Lagna and it will become eager to give timing of House B = 11th.

If its with less than 4 bindus then it will not become eager and it will be in House D with less points so

mailto:kas@ashtro.ca
mailto:astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com
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it will spoil the results.

So the laws are the same and nothing has changed. 

Cheers !!!
Ash

--- In mailto:astrologyandtimingevents%40yahoogroups.com, Sreeder Chandrasekaran
<sree_kalpax@...> wrote:
>
> Dear All,
>       I am one of the few lucky fellows who recently purchased Guruji's book - "KAS Dimensions -
Reader 1". In going through the book I had some clarifications & questions. Could someone be kind
enough to help me understand this? Thank you in advance for the help!
>  
> Regards,
> Sreeder
>  
> Question 1:Its stated that any planet placed in the 8th house from its own house (ie., in karak house)
will become weak and can spoil the result of the 6th (which is its own home) and 11th house from it
and depening on its ashtakavarga points (if less than 4) can spoil the 4th house too from it. Unlike the
house ownership which has clear logic behind it, is there any similar reasoning for this? I have been
trying to meditate on this but I fail to understand why a planet should spoil its own house results when
placed in the karak house? Do I need to accept this as a rule rather than trying to get the logic behind
this?
>  
> Question 2: This is basically an extension to the previous question. We all know that Jupiter's exalted
position based on sign is Cancer. Now lets say that in a chart Jupiter is placed with more than 4 points
in Cancer sign. Should I now treat this as a positive point for Jupiter or should I consider it as negative
quality since its placed in 8th position from its own house (Sagittarius)? Will the qualities of
"Sagittarius" house be spoiled or good effects be enhanced due to this position of Jupiter?
>

SUBJECT: Re: [astrologyandtimingevents] Re: Karak House Clarification
FROM: Anup M <dalh_1@yahoo.com>
TO: "astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com"

mailto:astrologyandtimingevents%40yahoogroups.com
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<astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com>
DATE: 23/05/2015 00:22

Dear Sreeder Ji

Your question is quite interesting.

If i understood is rightly you asked that Ma with 2 bindus in Aqu should not have malefic
effect on 8th house matter QUALITYWISE just because we don't consider malefic aspect
of any planet on it's own house.

Let me tell you clearly that quality part is not included in worksheet.

Aspect of any planet,say Ma with 2 bindus, as you asked, on houses A B & C is taken
into timing part where power of Ma with 6 bindus we will be adding for the final strength
of Ma in worksheet. 

Worksheet is only meant for strength of planets, timing of event.Do understand it.
Where as SAV shows strength of different houses.We can say it quality also. 

So there is a difference.

Mars in Aqu will not effect timing for 8th house matter as you are saying because we are considering only
malefic or benefic aspect of Ma for worksheet but not it's opposition as 4:10.

Hope it is clear now

Regards
Anup

 

From: "Sreeder Chandrasekaran sree_kalpax@yahoo.com [astrologyandtimingevents]"
<astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com>
To: "astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com" <astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com> 
Sent: Friday, 22 May 2015 10:24 PM
Subject: Re: [astrologyandtimingevents] Re: Karak House Clarification

Dear Anup Ji,
       Thanks for the clarification, but my actual doubt is not clear yet. As you had mentioned Mars in Aqu sign is upachayasthan
for first house and its good for the first house (ie., when first house is taken as house A). Correct, I can understand this.
       But then, you had mentioned that this same Mars (placed in Aquarius sign) might affect the 8th house matters because it
has less than 4 points (lets assume this Mars has only 2 bindus).
       Now this statement is where I am not completely clear.

In our worksheet today, we don't reduce the malefic points due to aspect by any planet on its own house. For eg. in the
case we are discussing below lets say house A is Scorpio and Mars is placed in Taurus sign with 5 points, then its
malefic effect is not taken during the overall point calculation. But if the same Mars is in Aquarius sign with 2 points,
then by 4:10 rule it should oppose the qualities of the house A (ie., Scorpio). Because its opposing its own house,
shouldn't we ignore that?
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Also when you had mentioned the above Mars as affecting the 8th house matter (Scorpio) you meant both in terms of
quality and timing right.

Regards,
Sreeder

From: "Anup M dalh_1@yahoo.com [astrologyandtimingevents]" <astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com>
To: "astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com" <astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com> 
Sent: Thursday, May 21, 2015 7:40 PM
Subject: Re: [astrologyandtimingevents] Re: Karak House Clarification

 
Dear Sreeder Ji

Taking Aries lagna ,Mars in Aqu is again in upchayasthan for first house.

This might effect 8th house matters but its not only major factor that we should consider
to ascertain quality part.

Now suppose this Mars is in Sco navamasa,hence this becomes karakansha for the first house which in turn
is in 11th house.Again this is in upachyasthan.This will add power to second,fifth (house C) and 6th house
which is house E for the first house thus strengthing 
these houses.

Further,if any planet say Me with more than 4 bindus resides in 8th house,this may again oppose Ma in 11th
house,so we have to judge the overall effect considering rest of the planets as well.

As you keep thinking and go deep,you will inspect the fine details how KAS explain small things in broader
aspect.

Regards
ANUP

  

From: "Sreeder Chandrasekaran sree_kalpax@yahoo.com [astrologyandtimingevents]"
<astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com>
To: "astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com" <astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com> 
Sent: Thursday, 21 May 2015 9:58 AM
Subject: Re: [astrologyandtimingevents] Re: Karak House Clarification

 
Dear Ash Ji,
        Thanks for the explanation, but my question was little different. As you have stated in your email let me try to re-phrase
my question with concrete house/lagna positions.
         For example, as you mentioned lets take Aries as 1st house (ie., Lagna) for a chart and assuming I am considering the
house B as 1st house (ie., Aries). So karak (House A) of this first house is 8th house ie., Scorpio which is also owned by Mars.
Now I am assuming this Mars is placed in the Aquarius (House 11) sign with less than 4 points. Because its less that 4 points I
am thinking this will oppose the qualities of karak house (ie., Scorpio). But since 8th house (House A - Scorpio)) is owned by
Mars itself, I was wondering this won't affect the overall karkatwa of the planet (and hence not affecting the result of house B
which is Aries here).
         Can you please confirm if this understanding is correct?
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Regards,
Sreeder

    

From: "Ash's Corner kas@ashtro.ca [astrologyandtimingevents]" <astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com>
To: astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Wednesday, May 20, 2015 9:16 PM
Subject: Re: [astrologyandtimingevents] Re: Karak House Clarification
 

 
Dear Sreeder ji,

Lets take 1st house to be Aries and lets say Mars is in 7th house in Libra according to your example and its with less
than 4 bindus.  Lets take 2 bindus as an example.  

So Mars here will aspect House B so itself will not give the results of House B i.e. 1st house but on the other hand it
will aspect 1st house with +6 bindus therefore in the WS the power of Mars increase.  

So as far as timing of results goes our law is that  if a planet aspects either house a b c then they will not give the
results their SD will give the result.  Now if Mars is 20 to 23deg30 in Libra than its aspect will not be bad and it can
still give the result for House B and since its points in WS are good all its ill effects will get nullified.

Hope it clarifies this.

Cheers !!!
Ash -> http://www.ashtro.ca

On May 19, 2015, at 10:39 AM, Sreeder Chandrasekaran sree_kalpax@yahoo.com [astrologyandtimingevents]
<astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

Dear Anup Ji, 
         Thanks again for clarifying and confirming on the concepts. This is in line with what I had understood so far.
Extending this now to the next level, please guide me if the below logic what I have construed is correct.
         Say I am looking for a test case where in house B is "Aries" or "Libra". The karak for both these houses are lord
of "Scorpio" & "Taurus" signs respectively ie., the lord of A & B are one and the same. Now lets say if Mars or Venus
is placed in the "Aquarius" and "Leo" sign respectively with less than 4 points, then they would oppose the qualities
of the house A (Scorpio or Taurus) respectively which would eventually affect house B. 
         But since the house they oppose (ie., house A) is the one they own themselves, so can I say that this won't have
any negative influence on the qualities of house A? Can I presume these 2 cases as an exception to the rule we
discussed so far?
 
Regards,
Sreeder
   

From: "Anup M dalh_1@yahoo.com [astrologyandtimingevents]" <astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com>
To: "astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com" <astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, May 19, 2015 8:36 AM
Subject: Re: [astrologyandtimingevents] Re: Karak House Clarification
 

 
Dear Sreeder Ji

A lot has been discussed in archives what you have asked.
Take one point at a time.

http://www.ashtro.ca/
mailto:sree_kalpax@yahoo.com
mailto:astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com
mailto:dalh_1@yahoo.com
mailto:astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com
mailto:astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com
mailto:astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com
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Suppose 7th lord goes to 5th house (11th from 7th house) and in upchaystahn.there are two points.

1 Root karak moves to house B (5th house)

In this case ,event for the 5th house matters can occur early because 7th house lord itself resides in house B
or we can say overall result for 5th house might be little better. 

2  If 7th lord has more than 4 binuds,this will favour any planet in 2nd house having less than 4 bindus
because this will add its basic power to this planet.In other words ,it will favour 2nd house.On the
contrary,you can judge the overall effect if this planet has less than 4 bin dus and might oppose 2nd house
matters.

Study charts while taking examples like Jup,Mer or Ve which are usaually having more than 4 points and
also with Sa ,Ma etc.having less than 4 bindus.

Regards
Anup

From: "Sreeder Chandrasekaran sree_kalpax@yahoo.com [astrologyandtimingevents]"
<astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com>
To: "astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com" <astrologyandtim ingevents@yahoogroups.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, 19 May 2015 5:55 AM
Subject: Re: [astrologyandtimingevents] Re: Karak House Clarification

 
Dear Guruji & Senior Members,
      I just wanted to follow up on the discussion of "Karak House" which was done sometime back. So summarize,
whenever lord of house B goes to house A, it will affect the results of house B, 6th House from house B, and 4th
house from house A (if the lord of House B has less than 4 points in house A).
      Assuming what I have listed above is correct, please confirm/correct if the following deduction can be made? Say
if the lord of house B goes to 11th house from its own house (ie., 4 houses ahead of house A) and also lets assume if
lord of house B is having more than 4 points in that house. So that being the case, the lord B will strengthen the
House A (as its 4 houses away from that with more than 4 points). So can I presume that this is a negative influence
and can affect the results of house B?
 
Regards,
Sreeder

From: Sreeder Chandrasekaran <sree_kalpax@yahoo.com>
To: "astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com" <astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, August 7, 2012 10:31 PM
Subject: Re: [astrologyandtimingevents] Re: Karak House Clarification

Dear Guruji, thank you very much for the additional details!
 
Regards,
Sreeder

From: krushana Jugal <krushana@gmail.com>
To: astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com 

mailto:sree_kalpax@yahoo.com
mailto:astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com
mailto:astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com
mailto:ingevents@yahoogroups.com
mailto:sree_kalpax@yahoo.com
mailto:astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com
mailto:astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com
mailto:krushana@gmail.com
mailto:astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com
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Sent: Tuesday, August 7, 2012 10:13 PM
Subject: Re: [astrologyandtimingevents] Re: Karak House Clarification

 
Dear sreeder,
When the person him self is authorized to take decision for his own work, he will definitely favor his own deeds.
(Refer the case of Adarsh Society, Authorized person have given benefit to his relatives) Similar result can happen
when the lord of house B is situated in its karak house A.This means lord of house B is authorized to get control on
house B. In such case its decisions will be as per his own nature. In such case result of house B will hamper. 
That is the reason when any planet is situated in 8th house from its own sign. 
Case of Jupiter is exception to this law. Mars in Scorpio, or Venus in Taurus also have different meaning, but is such
case result of other sign of mars and also Venus as house B gets some loss and reduced happiness. 
I hope this will clear your doubt. 
Thanks and regards
krushana
 

On Wed, Aug 8, 2012 at 7:49 AM, Sreeder Chandrasekaran <sree_kalpax@yahoo.com> wrote:
 
Dear Ash Ji,
       Thank you very much for the details. But unfortunately I am still not clear on the reasoning
especially the following line which you have typed,

     So now B house is phal as phal lord its gone in KArak sthan so its become weak and will spoil the result.

          In fact my question is why is that? Because being "phal lord" why should it be weak when it is in Karak Sthan.
Not sure if I am missing to understand anything fundamental here, pardon my ignorance. Thanks.

Regards,
Sreeder

From: ashsam73 <kas@ashtro.ca>
To: astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Tuesday, August 7, 2012 1:44 PM
Subject: [astrologyandtimingevents] Re: Karak House Clarification

 
Dear Sreeder ji,

The beauty of KAS is that all the laws are fixed and there is a proper and concrete logic behind
everything.

Now lets take Lagna lord, if Lagna lord is placed in 8th house then what happens?

1st house is B for 1st, A for 6th, Mool Karak sthan for 11th.  

So now B house is phal as phal lord its gone in KArak sthan so its become weak and will spoil the
result.

Now treat 1st house as A. So LoA is responsible for quality and quantum of House B and 1st house as
Mool Karak is responsible again for quality and quantum.

So now treating Lagna as House A so the responsibility of House A over House B which becomes 6th
house. So now if the Lord of A itself has become weak, means lets take a tree now 

Fruit is B
Stem or bark of tree is A

mailto:sree_kalpax@yahoo.com
mailto:kas@ashtro.ca
mailto:astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com
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Roots are F or RK.

So if roots are spoilt so the quality of fruit will become weak or there might not be any fruit depending
on how severely the roots are spoilt.

Similarly if bark or stem of tree is spoilt or weak then again the tree cannot bear good fruits or there
might not be any fruit.

In order for the fruit to be nice in both quality and quantum or size the position of its Roots and STem
or bark both must be excellent.  

So same thing here. So here the key is to treat Lagna first as House B so A becomes 8th house. Next is
to consider Lagna as A so House B become 6th house. Next to consider Lagna as Mool Karak or F so
that is for 11th house.  

Now if Lagna lord is in 8th house then that is House D for 11th house correct?

Now here again as per our laws, if a planet is in House D or E with more than 4 bindus then it becomes
eager to give the result.

So here if Lagna lord is in 8th house with more than 4 bindus then it will spoil 6th house quality as A
house is Lagna and it will become eager to give timing of House B = 11th.

If its with less than 4 bindus then it will not become eager and it will be in House D with less points so
it will spoil the results.

So the laws are the same and nothing has changed. 

Cheers !!!
Ash

--- In mailto:astrologyandtimingevents%40yahoogroups.com, Sreeder Chandrasekaran
<sree_kalpax@...> wrote:
>
> Dear All,
>       I am one of the few lucky fellows who recently purchased Guruji's book - "KAS Dimensions -
Reader 1". In going through the book I had some clarifications & questions. Could someone be kind
enough to help me understand this? Thank you in advance for the help!
>  
> Regards,
> Sreeder
>  
> Question 1:Its stated that any planet placed in the 8th house from its own house (ie., in karak house)
will become weak and can spoil the result of the 6th (which is its own home) and 11th house from it
and depening on its ashtakavarga points (if less than 4) can spoil the 4th house too from it. Unlike the
house ownership which has clear logic behind it, is there any similar reasoning for this? I have been
trying to meditate on this but I fail to understand why a planet should spoil its own house results when
placed in the karak house? Do I need to accept this as a rule rather than trying to get the logic behind
this?
>  
> Question 2: This is basically an extension to the previous question. We all know that Jupiter's exalted
position based on sign is Cancer. Now lets say that in a chart Jupiter is placed with more than 4 points

mailto:astrologyandtimingevents%40yahoogroups.com
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in Cancer sign. Should I now treat this as a positive point for Jupiter or should I consider it as negative
quality since its placed in 8th position from its own house (Sagittarius)? Will the qualities of
"Sagittarius" house be spoiled or good effects be enhanced due to this position of Jupiter?
>

SUBJECT: Re: [astrologyandtimingevents] how to calculate exact jupitersaturn delay
FROM: Anup M <dalh_1@yahoo.com>
TO: "astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com"
<astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com>
DATE: 02/06/2015 21:17

Anjna Ji

To understand Saturn delay,go step by step.

Saturn takes 2.5 years to transit from one sign to another.
Saturn delay will get over the moment Saturn will enter 0 deg prior sign to its placement.

Do not mix with Ju delay.
This comes after Saturn delay.

Regards
Anup
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From: "anu0562@yahoo.com [astrologyandtimingevents]" <astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com>
To: astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Tuesday, 2 June 2015 5:13 PM
Subject: [astrologyandtimingevents] how to calculate exact jupiter saturn delay

Respected Members

Iknow all r busy in summer holidays
I am also with KAS

I was reading 1 pdf article by Ash ji on timing of marriage

"Natal Saturn is situated at 25 Deg 39 in Cancer. So when Saturn will come to 0 deg Taurus delay of Saturn will get
over. There after we add the delay caused by Jupiter and this delay of Jupiter will get over when it will touch the 7th
house or when Jupiter will come to 0 degeers Libra as Libra is 7th house. So delay of Jupiter will get over around 1st
October 2005. So marriage can only take place after 1st October 2005."

How did they do "0 deg Taurus " and "0 degeers Libra"
plz tell the procedure in detail
I am not getting it 

Thanx and Regards
Anjna
 

SUBJECT: Re: [astrologyandtimingevents] how to calculate exact jupiter saturn delay
FROM: Anup M <dalh_1@yahoo.com>
TO: "astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups com"
<astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com>
DATE: 04/06/2015 19:07

Dear Anant ji

Its lord of house B......

-Anup

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android

From:"anant bhaskar Pandey anantbhaskar@gmail.com [astrologyandtimingevents]"
<astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com>
Date:Thu, 4 Jun, 2015 at 7:03 PM
Subject:Re: [astrologyandtimingevents] how to calculate exact jupiter saturn delay

what is LOB and LOE.
Regards,
Anant

On Thu, Jun 4, 2015 at 11:42 AM, anjali gupta anu0562@yahoo.com
[astrologyandtimingevents] <astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

 

thankyou Ash ji

https://overview.mail.yahoo.com/mobile/?.src=Android
javascript:return
javascript:return
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I will try then get back again

On Wednesday, 3 June 2015 10:15 PM, "Ash's Corner kas@ashtro.ca [astrologyandtimingevents]"
<astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

 
Dear Anjna ji,

Ju’s delay is computed differently.  Over time I have learnt and improved my
knowledge and Guru ji has correct some of the concepts that I might not have got
completely.  

Jupiter will cause delay if it aspects House A and LOB or House B and LOE or
House A and House B if lagna is vargottam.   

Now the question is how much delay.  To answer that question, we have to judge
the power of Ju.  If Ju is more powerful then it will increase the delay if its weak
then it will not have enough power to cause more delay.  So here you can judge
the power of Ju by its sign placement. Again, if Ju is in Libra then it can cause
more delay as Ju is spoilt.  Lets say if Ju is causing delay and Ju is in Pisces then
Ju will become stronger and has a lot of freedom in his own house so its strong
and it will cause more delay.  So u can roughly estimate it as 20%, similarly you
can say that if its weak or in enemy sign then it will cause approx 10% delay, if its
neutral then about 15%.

There are few more things, but the above approach will give you some guidance
in the proper direction.

Cheers !!!
Ash -> http://www.ashtro.ca

On Jun 2, 2015, at 11:48 PM, anjali gupta anu0562@yahoo.com
[astrologyandtimingevents]
<astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

Respected Anup ji

You mean to say I am missing something from lessons and
notes need more homework to do. 
Thanx for your guidance. I will try my best.

Thanx an Regards
Anjna

On Tuesday, 2 June 2015 9:20 PM, "Anup
M dalh_1@yahoo.com [astrologyandtimingevents]"
<astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com> wrote:
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Anjna Ji

To understand Saturn delay,go step by step.

Saturn takes 2.5 years to transit from one sign to another.
Saturn delay will get over the moment Saturn will e nter 0 deg prior sign to its
placement.

Do not mix with Ju delay.
This comes after Saturn delay.

Regards
Anup

From: "anu0562@yahoo.com [astrologyandtimingevents]"
<astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com>
To: astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Tuesday, 2 June 2015 5:13 PM
Subject: [astrologyandtimingevents] how to calculate exact jupiter saturn delay

 
Respected Members

Iknow all r busy in summer holidays
I am also with KAS

I was reading 1 pdf article by Ash ji on timing of marriage

"Natal Saturn is situated at 25 Deg 39 in Cancer. So when Saturn will
come to 0 deg Taurus delay of Saturn will get over. There after we add
the delay caused by Jupiter and this delay of Jupiter will get over when
it will touch the 7th house or when Jupiter will come to 0 degeers Libra
as Libra is 7th house. So delay of Jupiter will get over around 1st
October 2005. So marriage can only take place after 1st October
2005."

How did they do "0 deg Taurus " and "0 degeers Libra"
plz tell the procedure in detail
I am not getting it 

Thanx and Regards
Anjna
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-- 
Warm Regards,

Anant Bhaskar
Cell: +91 98337 24442 

SUBJECT: Re: [astrologyandtimingevents] Question on Marriage Quality and MF
FROM: Anup M <dalh_1@yahoo.com>
TO: "astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com"
<astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com>
DATE: 04/06/2015 20:49

Dear Phil Ji

First of all, let me clear content of your last query.

There is no word like freewill in KAS.
We have timing,quality and quantum.

I have made a small correction after this mail you quote.
Please read those also.you can find in archives.

Regarding your first question,timing of event is different than MF factor.
MF is strength of any planet's placement in a sign.
We can not mingle it with planet's points in worksheet.

Event may happen even if a planet has less than 12 points in worksheet.
Condition is ,primarily,it should be eager for the event to happen (as samdharmi if otherwise}

Suppose if all planets have less than 12 points in worksheet for 7th house,this does not mean
he or she will not marry whole life just because no planet has 12 points.

So,we can say,if same planet has high MF value,this still has better endurance,sustainabilty.
Please try to understand.

Regards
Anup
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From: "philstinnet@yahoo.com [astrologyandtimingevents]" <astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com>
To: astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Thursday, 4 June 2015 7:57 PM
Subject: [astrologyandtimingevents] Question on Marriage Quality and MF

Dear Ash Ji, Anup Ji and Group,

Did anyone ever experience a  case like such -

Person 1 - He got married in the antra of planet X. Planet X was giving 10 points for 7th house in H7 worksheet. It
is less than 12 points - not good for quality of married life. However, multiplication factor (MF) was 1.4. Therefore
adjusted points for 7th house were 14. Based on 14 points, which is more than 12, it can be said that married life is
good.  

Person 2 - He got married in the antra of planet Y. Planet Y was giving 18 points for 7th house in H7 worksheet. It is
more than 12 points - good for quality of married life. However, multiplication factor (MF) was 0.5. Therefore,
adjusted points for 7th house are 9. Based on 9 points, which is less than 12, it can be said that married life is not
good.

My question is when there is an increment or decrement of points due to MF, how does it manifest in one's life for
H7? 

Anup Ji mentioned somewhere that MF shows free will (if my memory serves me right). Does it mean that Person 1
will not be happy with marriage initially but will try to change his psychology (by various means e.g. marriage
counsellor etc.) and may accept what is given and be content making his married life more bearable?

Thanks

Phil

    

SUBJECT: Re: [astrologyandtimingevents] Question on Marriage Quality and MF
FROM: Anup M <dalh_1@yahoo.com>
TO: "astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups com"
<astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com>
DATE: 06/06/2015 11:00

Dear Group

This is an excellent writeup by Ash ji of which every member should take out print or save in
memopad if using andriod to make it classic-handy for going through basics at any time.

I remember sometime back in the year 2008,while chat ash ji wrote "agar paaya nahi to kursi
baikaar" means you can not sit on a chair without its base.This is the importance of basics.

Hope new members will preserve & read this mail to firm KAS basics.

Regards
Anup

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android

From:"Ash's Corner kas@ashtro.ca [astrologyandtimingevents]"
<astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com>

https://overview.mail.yahoo.com/mobile/?.src=Android
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Date:Fri, 5 Jun, 2015 at 2:48 AM
Subject:Re: [astrologyandtimingevents] Question on Marriage Quality and MF

Dear Phil ji,

Let me explain this phenomenon in Vedic Astrology language for the benefit of those who
have spent years studying the standard books like BPHS, Saravali, Brihat Jataka etc.

At the very core, one tries to judge the power of planet to come to a prediction.  That’s
basically it.

The judgement is based on the status of the planet’s sign position.  If one planet is in its
exaltation sign, mool trikon sign, or friends sign its considered powerful.  If the planet is in its
enemy sign or debilitation sign then its considered weak.  

Retrograde planets have different schools of thoughts.  Some say that retrograde planets
are weak some say its strong some say retrograde planets in neecha sign is akin to
exaltation etc etc.  In short one is trying to judge the phenomenon of retrogression and trying
to ascertain how the planet will behave.

Then there is Yogas.  Gajkesari yoga, amala yoga, shrimantha yoga, Hamsa Yoga, Malvya
yoga, kalsarp yoga, etc etc etc.

After that one judges the planets in the divisional charts or varga kundalis.  Some use varga
charts given by Parasara i.e. shodvarg charts of 16 Divisional charts and some use charts
like D5, D8, D11 etc.

Then there is the use of Nakshatra and the myriad of Dasha charts, Vimshottari dasha, and
various variations of those charts depending on conditions of what to use when.

———————————————

Now in KAS system all of the above is considered in a clear system which explains what to
use and how to use it.

For example for 

1) Timing of events:  We use the net results that we get in the worksheet.  The worksheet
begins with ALL the yogas and their relative placements from each other and lagna.  e.g., if
Ju is in 4th from moon then its good or if its in 12th house from lagna then its not good, etc
etc.  All the yoga’s and their contra’s are all considered via the BAV and the summation of all
the references totalled in SAV.  This SAV becomes the basis and the beginning of the
creation of the worksheet.  So here is what we do

BAV: Gives us the Yogas of all planets with respect to all other planets and Lagna.  This has
2 parts, the Bindu and Rekha.  So all the good combinations or yogas are given by Bindu
and the negatives by Rekha.  We consider the BINDUS only as we are using Jyotish for
benefit of people. 

SAV:  We total the power and get the net power of how the planets contribute to each planet
for each house.  So this gives us how the Yogas spread of each planet in all 12 house.  
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WS:  We use SAV as the starting point and then factor in the upchay houses (ABC) and
secondary upchay house (D and E), planets in these house as those planets get eager as
well, then we factor in 4:10 relationship and Aspects of planets on house and the other
planets and get their net result, and also factor in 6th house effect i.e 6th house’s aspect if its
benefic is not considered.  So that is the adjustment of 6th lord.  After that we will total the
net result and we get the NET POWER of the planet.   All 7 planets in all 12 houses.

Phew.  Thats all your YOGA’s in action.  Now imagine if you were to do the similar thing
using Names of Yogas, then you would first have to know ALL the Yoga names and then
start the above process ensuring that you do not miss any single yoga.  Then you would
have to judge how each planet is doing w.r.t. each house i.e is that combination good or bad.

Once you get the power of planets then you move on to YOGA’s that made with conjunction
of other planets.  So here we use the Samdharmi theory.  Here we have very specific laws.   

2) Quality of EVENT:  Upto now we have considered Ashtakavarga (or yogas), so what
about the placement of planets in a House.  Here we first understand what is the meaning of
Exaltation, Mool trikon, friends sign, enemy sign and debilitation sign.  All these
phenomenon are astronomically based on distance of a planet from EARTH so they judge
the effect of the intensity of light felt on a person standing on Earth.  So whatever the event
is (based on timing of event in point 1), how would that effect be FELT.  For this we have to
use a multiplication factor table which we call MF.  So if Ju is in Cancer then its MF = 1.4
BECAUSE Ju in the sign of CANCER is closest to earth and its RAYS are felt with the
highest intensity.  Now here we also add the astronomical phenomenon of Retrogration of
planet.  In this phenomenon when a planet is in Retrogration state then the distance
between earth and the planet is the closest.   So if Ju is in CANCER then its closest to earth
AND if its RETROGRADE then Earth is between Ju and Sun so its rays have to travel even
lesser so its intensity increases.  The main formula is that INTENSITY IS INVERSELY
PROPORTION TO DISTANCE.  Let’s take the other case when Ju is in Capricorn, then its in
its debilitation sign and if its RETROGRADE then again Earth is between Ju and Sun so
again though its in the sign furthest away from Sun, its effect will be more as the distance
the rays have to travel has reduced as Earth is between Sun and Jupiter, so its rays gets
some help by reduction of distance that the rays have to travel so based on the above
formulae the INTENSITY INCREASES.  

Now Phil ji, understanding the above 

Let’s say Ju < 12 in WS lets say 8 is the net power and the chart shows happy marriage then
this Jupiter will not give marriage.  If there is unhappy marriage and the time i.e. delay is
over and the time has come then Ju will give marriage but that marriage will not be happy.
 By doing all this we are judging the timing of event.  When we add the layer of MF then we
are checking the intensity.  8 points of Ju means Marriage will not happen.  If the MF is more
than the quantum increases i.e. result increases.  These 2 cannot be interchanged.  Both
measures are different.  You cannot say Liters = Kilograms.  Both these units are different.  5
litres of Air (volume) is not the same as 5 kilograms.  right ! similarly you cannot say TIMING
AND RESULT OR QUALITY OR QUANTUM are all different measures.

On the other hand if Ju = 20 points in WS and its in Capricorn with 0.5 then MF power = 10

So here there are 2 measures

Timing = 20
Quality = 10.
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So marriage will happen but one might enjoy the event due to whatever reason.  Its as
simple as that if understood clearly.  

KARAKANSHA:  With the aid of Karakansha now we are delving deeper into the INNER
ENERGY OF THE PLANETS.  Here we use the Varga Kundalis and 16 Divisional charts.
 From this we can get the Happiness or the Power of Result in DEPTH.  So this is another
level of depth we are getting into.  A lot of importance is given to the KARAKANSHA.  

All of the above have VERY SPECIFIC LAWS which are clearly defined and they are FIXED
AND DO NOT CHANGE.

FREE WILL:  The worksheet point are fixed and so is your destiny.  The only variable is
BLESSINGS.  BLESSINGS of parents and elders will act as a Shield and will reduce the
intensity of difficulty that one faces in life.

Hopefully everyone finds this email helpful.

Cheers !!!
Ash -> http://www.ashtro.ca

On Jun 4, 2015, at 9:27 AM, philstinnet@yahoo.com [astrologyandtimingevents]
<astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

Dear Ash Ji, Anup Ji and Group,

Did anyone ever experience a  case like such - 

Person 1 - He got married in the antra of planet X. Planet X was giving 10 points for 7th house in H7
worksheet. It is less than 12 points - not good for quality of married life. However, multiplication
factor (MF) was 1.4. Therefore adjusted points for 7th house were 14. Based on 14 points, which is
more than 12, it can be said that married life is good.  

Person 2 - He got married in the antra of planet Y. Planet Y was giving 18 points for 7th house in H7
worksheet. It is more than 12 points - good for quality of married life. However, multiplication factor
(MF) was 0.5. Therefore, adjusted points for 7th house are 9. Based on 9 points, which is less than
12, it can be said that married life is not good.

My question is when there is an increment or decrement of points due to MF, how does it manifest
in one's life for H7? 

Anup Ji mentioned somewhere that MF shows free will (if my memory serves me right). Does it
mean that Person 1 will not be happy with marriage initially but will try to change his psychology (by
various means e.g. marriage counsellor etc.) and may accept what is given and be content making
his married life more bearable?

http://www.ashtro.ca/
javascript:return
javascript:return
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Thanks

Phil

    

SUBJECT: Re: [astrologyandtimingevents] combination at conception time formentally
retarded child
FROM: Anup M <dalh_1@yahoo.com>
TO: "astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com"
<astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com>
DATE: 07/06/2015 09:33

Anjna Ji

I feel you are following different systems for different queries.

Please let us know how Shatabhishak nakshatra,& saptami tithi can be good for conception or we are
missing something 
in lessons or KAS book.

Lets be on the same page and system to understand all this instead using variants to find our desired
results.
Now taking your query and applying our KAS,,this child will be born after 272 days somewhere in the
noon, i.e on 7th March 2016.
This might be having delayed marriage and perhaps may not be enjoying fifth house happiness or we can
say he or she might be 
deprived of kids.

A  complete lesson is there given by guru ji on this topic.Before solving the charts,read this.The birth will
be in same nakshatra of conception.Transit of moon is taken for female's menstrual cycle and nothing to
do with mentally retardation etc.There are some specific reasons like influence of Rahu or Mars which i do
not want to describe here.

We can't have straight answer like you asked for any question..Before that study KAS ,apply on charts
leaving other systems aside or you may follow your own prefered system leaving KAS.Its like wrting on a
page which has already been been written by someone,thus
 overlapping the words.You can not get either.Do try to understand.You can quote the particular lesson
with concerned instance  if you are confused somewhere.

Regards
Anup
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From: "anu0562@yahoo.com [astrologyandtimingevents]" <astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com>
To: astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Saturday, 6 June 2015 6:38 PM
Subject: [astrologyandtimingevents] combination at conception time for mentally retarded child

Respected Members

I am going through some previous discussions in the forum and found some charts of mentally retarded persons. I
got from that charts 1 main point that position of Moon at conception time is very important.
I just want to make clear my understanding that if one concieve on 8th june 2015 around 10 pm capricorn lagna,
shatabhishak nakshatra, krishna saptami on Monday, where moon in 2nd house in rahu nakshatra n mars also
aspected by rahu, mars is combust here. 3rd n 5th lords in 7th, 4th lord in 5th

will it be a mentally retarded child ???

actually for conception shatabhishak nakshatra, saptami tithi, monday are considered good
suppose day is 9th from 1st day of menstrual cycle

Thanx and Regards
Anjna

SUBJECT: Re: [astrologyandtimingevents] karak in fal sthan HoB
FROM: Anup M <dalh_1@yahoo.com>
TO: "astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups com"
<astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com>
DATE: 07/06/2015 14:11

Anjna ji

Why result of 11th will be spoiled ?

Regards
Anup

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android

From:"anjali gupta anu0562@yahoo.com [astrologyandtimingevents]"
<astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com>
Date:Sun, 7 Jun, 2015 at 11:14 AM
Subject:Re: [astrologyandtimingevents] karak in fal sthan HoB

Dear Sir
"If any planet is situated in the 8th house from its own sign, it will spoil the results of the 6th  and
11th house  from its placement."

so it means placement in 8th house from its own sign in karak sthan so results of HoB 6th and HoC
11th get spoil

very thanx for making me clear

Regards
Anjna

https://overview.mail.yahoo.com/mobile/?.src=Android
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On Sunday, 7 June 2015 9:28 AM, "Mahad P mahadp@ymail.com [astrologyandtimingevents]"
<astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

 
Please see my response below:

On Friday, June 5, 2015 5:46 PM, "anjali gupta anu0562@yahoo.com [astrologyandtimingevents]"
<astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

 
sorry karak in fal sthan is considered good it is also 6th place from karak sthan
so good

only natural 6H and its lord is considered malefic not natural 8H and 12H ???

6H and 6L are considered malefic.
12H and 12L are considered benefic.

On Friday, 5 June 2015 1:34 PM, "anu0562@yahoo.com [astrologyandtimingevents]"
<astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

 
I am going through the lessens so just confirming my knowledge

Female: 24 oct 1975 23:20 77E13 28N40

for cancer lagna HoB aquarius 8H is karak shtan n 8th lord saturn is karaka
it is in fal sthan so will reduce/spoil the personality of native ???
6L jupiter is giving aspect to lagna spoiling personality more ???
plz check me right or wrong ???

A planet is placed in 8th place from its sign not consider good
is it 8th place only or natural 8th house also
If any planet is situated in the 8th house from its own sign, it will spoil the results of the 6th  and 11th

house  from its placement.

If any planet gets more points in the 'natural' 8th house, the person may experience a
health problem, or death, or some similar situation in the sub of that planet. Here, it
may not be the 8th lord. It may be any planet. 
Male: 14 june 1977, 13:40, Bijnor (UP)

7H is HoB and 2H is HoA
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here LoA is placed in natural 8H will is be considered also bad ???
LoA is in 7th from its own house here

8H is HoB and 3H is HoA karak house for B
again karak lord in natual 8H will it be considered bad also ???
LoA is in 6th from its own house here

this thought came in mind as we consider bad for natural 6th house n its
lord so please confirm

also let me clear
A planet is placed in 12th place from its sign not consider good
is it 12th place only or natural 12th house also

 
A planet placed in 12th house from its own sign is weak.
A planet in the natural 12th house is beneficial.

SUBJECT: Re: [astrologyandtimingevents] combination at conception time formentally
retarded child
FROM: Anup M <dalh_1@yahoo.com>
TO: "astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com"
<astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com>
DATE: 07/06/2015 15:06

Anjna Ji

To be precise,a female menstrual cycle is based on the Mo and Ma.
These are very important planets in fact.These two should be strong and not afflicted otherwise.

Menstrual cycle occurs in same nakshtra everytime,so this should be not afflicted by Ma and Ra else
adverse chances 
can be expected.

As we take 11th house in female chart for childbirth.So,7th house and 7th lord also should be healthy
and Ma with less points in this house can spoil the house and it's effect as well.Ma in 2nd,10th,or 11th
house can lead to caesarian.Again if Ra is situated in 
1st,5th,7th ,9th and 12th place from Ma,you can judge very well what the result can be.Ra with Ma in 5th
house.Ra with Ma in 5th house can lead to abortion,short life of the child.
 

Similarly,in a male chart we take 5th house as B.

So,any planet with more bindus in 5th house can cause problems for this house.This is because such
planet can reduce 
8th house quality (genetic properties for male) ,being in fourth place from 5th house.
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Further,taking kal pursha chart (Aries lagna),Ma is 8th lord and if Ma is placed in 2nd house with more
bindus,this will again affect
affect the 8th house.

So these are few of the reasons,we have to pinpoint and study in detail in a chart for a healthy child. 

Regards
Anup

 

From: "anjali gupta anu0562@yahoo.com [astrologyandtimingevents]"
<astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com>
To: "astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com" <astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com> 
Sent: Sunday, 7 June 2015 11:35 AM
Subject: Re: [astrologyandtimingevents] combination at conception time for mentally retarded child

Dear Sir 

I went through these messages in old zip file

> Respected Krushna,
> This is the chart of a mentally retarded girl (mongolism or
> 1 x chromosome too much).
> Female, born in Charleroi (Belgium) on 21 april 2000 at
> 11h49 am - zone 1 - DTS on = 09h49 G.M.T. 4E26 and 50N25 -
> ay 23:51
> Asc 2°55 cancer; Sun 7°44 aries; Moon 8°14 scorpio; Mars
> 27°22 aries; Mercury 19°48 pisces; Jupiter 20°02 aries;
> Venus 24°11 pisces; Saturn 24°06 aries; Rahu 4°46 cancer.
> 1.How is it possible to distinguish  a mentally retarded
> chart from a normal one ? What
> houses/planets/points/aspects???
>
> 2.She is actually running Saturn main period and Saturn is
> lord A for the 12th and the 1st, so considering house B,
> results could be linked to the 1st and the 12th.
> (Mars,Sun,Jupiter, Saturn in D for the 1st) and (Venus,
> Mercury and Moon in D and E for 12th) and Moon D and E for
> 8th )Can this signify that she is not going to live long ?
> (they usually don't).
> Could you clarify please?
> Thanks and best regards
> Margarita

Dear Margarita,
> Generally for mentally retarded childs one thing is
generally
> found, the third lord is in fourth house or with fourth lord, and
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> fifth lord is in 2nd house or 2nd lord. Fifth lord makes 6:8 or 2:12
> combination with lagna lord. Very rarely we find zero point in
> sarvastak chart. Rahu generally afflicts the Moon, or Moon is
> situated in the constellation of Rahu or Ketu.
> If we go for the chart of conception, Moon and Mars are
> effected by Rahu, (see in rashi and navamansha chart)
> Other then these no special symptoms are indicated. If we
> study the chart of Mother and father, in fathers chart Saturn in
most
> of the cases is situated in 10th house, and 5th house/ lord of 5th
> house are affected by Mars and Rahu. For Mother it may be 11th house
> ot 11th lord.
> For the current case, We find that lord of 3rd and 4th are
> situated in 9th and lords of 5th and 2nd are situated in 10th house
> (both are in the sixth place, 4th lord in 6th from it's sign, and
5th
> in 10th).
> If we go to the date of conception the the moon and Mars
must
> be travelling in the house where there is sight of Rahu, or in the
> constellation of Rahu. ( this happens only in the case of mother and
> father have above combinations.)
> For present case, similar effect is found, Moon was
> travelling in Scorpio, and Mars in Rahu's Constellation, and may be
> in the 7th place from Rahu in Navamansha.
> About the Chart of Mother and father no information is
given.
> But I think atleast in Father's chart Saturn may be in 10th house.
>
> Now about the longevity, She will live maximum up to Moon
> sub. ( You have casted chart with Lahiri ayanansha) With Our
> Ayanansha now Sub of Sun is in force. Moon will start from 31st
March
> 2002. ( Sun's Transit may be in Mars and Sun)
> Thanks
> krushna

On Sunday, 7 June 2015 10:34 AM, "anjali gupta anu0562@yahoo.com [astrologyandtimingevents]"
<astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

 
Dear Anup ji

thanx for the reply
actually i have read about some nakshatras tithis days good for nakshatra may
be from muhurta astrology
an y'day when going through some old messages in this group so was curiuos n
some doubts so posted in group for clarifications
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but now I will give reference of messages n lessons also where i have any
confusion

Thanx and Regards
Anjna

On Sunday, 7 June 2015 9:36 AM, "Anup M dalh_1@yahoo.com [astrologyandtimingevents]"
<astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

 
Anjna Ji

I feel you are following different systems for different queries.

Please let us know how Shatabhishak nakshatra,& saptami tithi can be good for conception or we are
missing something 
in lessons or KAS book.

Lets be on the same page and system to understand all this instead using variants to find our desired
results.
Now taking your query and applying our KAS,,this child will be born after 272 days somewhere in the
noon, i.e on 7th March 2016.
This might be having delayed marriage and perhaps may not be enjoying fifth house happiness or we
can say he or she might be 
deprived of kids.

A  complete lesson is there given by guru ji on this topic.Before solving the charts,read this.The birth will
be in same nakshatra of conception.Transit of moon is taken for female's menstrual cycle and nothing to
do with mentally retardation etc.There are some specific reasons like influence of Rahu or Mars which i
do not want to describe here.

We can't have straight answer like you asked for any question..Before that study KAS ,apply on charts
leaving other systems aside or you may follow your own prefered system leaving KAS.Its like wrting on a
page which has already been been written by someone,thus
 overlapping the words.You can not get either.Do try to understand.You can quote the particular lesson
with concerned instance  if you are confused somewhere.

Regards
Anup

From: "anu0562@yahoo.com [astrologyandtimingevents]" <astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com>
To: astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com 
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Sent: Saturday, 6 June 2015 6:38 PM
Subject: [astrologyandtimingevents] combination at conception time for mentally retarded child

 
Respected Members

I am going through some previous discussions in the forum and found some charts of mentally retarded persons.
I got from that charts 1 main point that position of Moon at conception time is very important.
I just want to make clear my understanding that if one concieve on 8th june 2015 around 10 pm capricorn lagna,
shatabhishak nakshatra, krishna saptami on Monday, where moon in 2nd house in rahu nakshatra n mars also
aspected by rahu, mars is combust here. 3rd n 5th lords in 7th, 4th lord in 5th

will it be a mentally retarded child ???

actually for conception shatabhishak nakshatra, saptami tithi, monday are considered good
suppose day is 9th from 1st day of menstrual cycle

Thanx and Regards
Anjna

SUBJECT: Re: [astrologyandtimingevents] karak in fal sthan HoB
FROM: Anup M <dalh_1@yahoo.com>
TO: "astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com"
<astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com>
DATE: 07/06/2015 15:18

Anjna Ji

Perhaps Mahad ji has made it clear.

We are taking 7th house as B, and it's lord is in 8th house (means in 2nd house).

So 6th house  from 2nd is house B which is 7th and result of this house is already spoiled because it's
lord has gone "ulta"
  to 8th house,means reverse.
 
Thus 

 Result of 7th is spoiled.

Now comes 11th house which we count from 2nd house  (where 7th lord is placed.)

Karak house for 11th is 7th house.

But 7th house result is already spoiled because it's lord sat in 2nd house.

Accordingly,result of 11th is automatically spoiled because 11th house karak is already gone to 8th
house,reducing quality.
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So 6th and 11th houses result will be reduced.

Regards
Anup

 

From: "anjali gupta anu0562@yahoo.com [astrologyandtimingevents]"
<astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com>
To: "astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com" <astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com> 
Sent: Sunday, 7 June 2015 2:19 PM
Subject: Re: [astrologyandtimingevents] karak in fal sthan HoB

Dear Anup ji

dont know some confusion is there

Regards
Anjna

On Sunday, 7 June 2015 2:14 PM, "Anup M dalh_1@yahoo.com [astrologyandtimingevents]"
<astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

 
Anjna ji

Why result of 11th will be spoiled ?

Regards
Anup

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android

From:"anjali gupta anu0562@yahoo.com [astrologyandtimingevents]"
<astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com>
Date:Sun, 7 Jun, 2015 at 11:14 AM
Subject:Re: [astrologyandtimingevents] karak in fal sthan HoB

 
Dear Sir
"If any planet is situated in the 8th house from its own sign, it will spoil the results of the 6th  and
11th house  from its placement."

so it means placement in 8th house from its own sign in karak sthan so results of HoB 6th and HoC
11th get spoil

very thanx for making me clear

https://overview.mail.yahoo.com/mobile/?.src=Android
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Regards
Anjna

On Sunday, 7 June 2015 9:28 AM, "Mahad P mahadp@ymail.com [astrologyandtimingevents]"
<astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

 
Please see my response below:

On Friday, June 5, 2015 5:46 PM, "anjali gupta anu0562@yahoo.com [astrologyandtimingevents]"
<astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

 
sorry karak in fal sthan is considered good it is also 6th place from karak sthan
so good

only natural 6H and its lord is considered malefic not natural 8H and 12H ???

6H and 6L are considered malefic.
12H and 12L are considered benefic.

On Friday, 5 June 2015 1:34 PM, "anu0562@yahoo.com [astrologyandtimingevents]"
<astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com> wrote:

 
I am going through the lessens so just confirming my knowledge

Female: 24 oct 1975 23:20 77E13 28N40

for cancer lagna HoB aquarius 8H is karak shtan n 8th lord saturn is karaka
it is in fal sthan so will reduce/spoil the personality of native ???
6L jupiter is giving aspect to lagna spoiling personality more ???
plz check me right or wrong ???

A planet is placed in 8th place from its sign not consider good
is it 8th place only or natural 8th house also
If any planet is situated in the 8th house from its own sign, it will spoil the results of the 6th  and 11th

house  from its placement.

If any planet gets more points in the 'natural' 8th house, the person may experience a
health problem, or death, or some similar situation in the sub of that planet. Here, it
may not be the 8th lord. It may be any planet. 
Male: 14 june 1977, 13:40, Bijnor (UP)
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7H is HoB and 2H is HoA
here LoA is placed in natural 8H will is be considered also bad ???
LoA is in 7th from its own house here

8H is HoB and 3H is HoA karak house for B
again karak lord in natual 8H will it be considered bad also ???
LoA is in 6th from its own house here

this thought came in mind as we consider bad for natural 6th house n
its lord so please confirm

also let me clear
A planet is placed in 12th place from its sign not consider good
is it 12th place only or natural 12th house also

 
A planet placed in 12th house from its own sign is weak.
A planet in the natural 12th house is beneficial.

SUBJECT: Re: [astrologyandtimingevents] Karakansha Lord and Moolansha LordDoubt
FROM: Anup M <dalh_1@yahoo.com>
TO: "astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com"
<astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com>
DATE: 07/06/2015 16:32

Dear Phil Ji

We start with house B and then it's karak house and then root karak house.

Now,as you are saying that we do not count the position of moolansha from mool karak house because
we are judging moolansha's position only for house B and it's quality.

Suppose we are studying a chart for 7th house with Gemini lagna where Sa will be mool karak.

Now say,Sa is in Ju navamsa and same Ju is aspecting 9th house.
Here what will be overall equation ?

Moolansha is aspecting it's own house,so this may reduce quatum for "7th house" result (house B) and
will spoil
the result of house A if we are taking house A as B

Moolansha position is seen relative to house A because its karak house for house A.
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So there is a difference.

Regards
Anup

 

From: "philstinnet@yahoo.com [astrologyandtimingevents]" <astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com>
To: astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Saturday, 6 June 2015 6:10 AM
Subject: [astrologyandtimingevents] Karakansha Lord and Moolansha Lord Doubt

Dear Ash Ji, Anup Ji and Group,

KAS is based on Upachaya theory and Karakansha Lord represent the energy of Karak Lord. Therefore, it makes
total sense to read the position of Karakansha Lord from Karak house to judge the quality.

Many rules are given on Page # 67, # 216, # 217 on Karakansha Lord.

Majority of the these rules can be summarized in two lines -

"If Karakansha Lord is placed in 3rd, 6th, 10th or 11th house from Karak House, It is going to improve the
quality and impact the timing."

&
 
"If Karakansha Lord is placed in 8th or 12th house from Karak house, it is going to reduce the quality."

But, when we talk about Moolansha, we do not count the position of Moolansha from Mool Karak House. We
count the position of Moolansha from Karak House.

Taking 7th house (HOB) as an example - Moolansha Lord placed in Lagna reduces the quality of 7th house as it
aspects 7th house.  

Please clear my doubt.

Thanks

Phil

SUBJECT: Re: [astrologyandtimingevents] Chennai Chapter 11th & 12th July,2015
FROM: Anup M <dalh_1@yahoo.com>
TO: "astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups com"
<astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com>
DATE: 09/07/2015 12:43
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Dear Mahalaxmi ji,

We appreciate everybody's efforts organising workshop in such short span of time.All
thanks to deepak ji and you for this wonderful job.No doubt ,Guru ji blessings are always
there for all KAS enthusiasts.

Best of luck to all participants,
Anup

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android

From:"mahaluxmi iyer astromahaluxmi@yahoo.co.in [astrologyandtimingevents]"
<astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com>
Date:Thu, 9 Jul, 2015 at 9:53
Subject:[astrologyandtimingevents] Chennai Chapter 11th & 12th July,2015

Namaste,

As of now members showing interest in attending are:
Dave ji
Samrat ji
Shastri ji
Sreeder ji and 
myself.

Much thanks to Krushana ji and Deepak ji initiatives for making this happen.

Heartfelt thanks to Dave ji and Samrat ji for having come forward voluntarily to help in the
arrangements to make this happen.

Dave ji has large heartedly come forward to host Deepak ji's stay of 2 days in his house at Chennai.

Samrat ji has kindly consented to host the sessions in his office premises on both days of the session.
 
Samrat ji will be posting the correct address of his place and his mob number today per Dave ji's
telecon today.  
Please note the same and be present before 9am for the sessions to start off on time.  

The tentative Time Table for the Chennai KAS session is as follows:

9 - 9.15 am Prayer and Introductory speech
11 - 11.15 am - 15 mins break for tea/coffee  
1 - 1.30 pm    -  30 mins Lunch break  (Satvic food)  
3.45 - 4 pm    -  15 mins break for tea/coffee 

5.30pm End of Session for the day.
Same routine to repeat on second day except for introductory speech.  Instead there will be Thanks
giving speech at the end of the 2nd day's session between 5.30 to 6 pm.

Thank you for all help.
Best wishes for happy learning.
Mahalakshmi

  

https://overview.mail.yahoo.com/mobile/?.src=Android
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SUBJECT: Re: [astrologyandtimingevents] female having breast cancer in ICU with Mars
alert
FROM: Anup M <dalh_1@yahoo.com>
TO: "astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups com"
<astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com>,"astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups
com" <astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com>
DATE: 15/07/2015 23:54

Anjana ji

could you write down past events of the native to affirm birth time.

Otherwise also,correct yourself, for kidney we look for 5 th house where as 7 th house
rootkarak for it.

-Anup

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android

From:"anu0562@yahoo.com [astrologyandtimingevents]"
<astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com>
Date:Wed, 15 Jul, 2015 at 16:49
Subject:[astrologyandtimingevents] female having breast cancer in ICU with Mars alert

Respected Members

This native is well known to me

going through a bad phase

female 16/01/1973 9:31 AM calcutta west bengal

marriage on 17 jan 1992

son birth 24/11/1992 (normal)

native not well from march 2013

https://overview.mail.yahoo.com/mobile/?.src=Android
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diagnosed with breast cancer after treatment she was OK

but suddenly in 2014 complications of treatment started to come change in hormones

 health decreasing day by day now in ICU (mars alert)

after Son birth she had a serious kidney problem (SLA)... which was life threatening

she has a very great nature, everyone loves her n like, she bears pain but not tell

she has not good relations with father in law he treated her like maid bahu

husband dont listen in case of father in law otherwise love n care a lot

if we check events of marriage happened on the age of 18y 11m (Rahu - Venus 2nd
sec)

she has blessings as 2L n 9L together in 11H 

in d9 1L n 9L in 5/9 position

FK jupiter in HoC upchaya House in own navansh in D9 with 6L in 7H

RK venus with saturn in moon navansh

moon in HoD with saturn

there is delay due to saturn but due to blessings marriage happened earlier

FK jupiter in own navansh also mitigating delay

NK venus in moon navansh in D is also good

with 28 points in asc good confidence n able to balance life with others

asc/7H points <5 also good with 5/9 relationship

from sun it is 1/1 and moon it is 2/12 little problems n differences also indicating

Here Mars giving 0 points in 5H which is HoD for 8th

Dasha lord Rahu represent NK n FK for 7H

venus LoD NSD to saturn LoE gave marriage

Sun transit was in saturn sign sun nakshatra

saturn LoE in HoD NSD to venus and sun LoB in HoE SD to saturn

so event matching with the birth time given
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son birth at the age of 19y 10m (Rahu-venus 3rd sec)

Rahu represent venus n jupiter

jupiter NK for 5H and venus SD to saturn which is FK for 5H

for 11H mercury is NK n moon is FK

FK me in HoB n moon in HoE good

venus n saturn both in moon navansh so SD to moon

venus is LoE in HoB (11) indicating event to happened early

How to see kidney problem just after son birth in KAS

saturn aspect on HoA (6) for 11 and one 0 in 5th house ???

6L moon in 4H with saturn n having malefic aspect of mars ??

jupiter venus under nodes effect and moon with saturn with mars aspect

venus is natural 2L so troublesome

6H karak saturn in 4th place conjuct 6L not good

in d9 saturn SD to venus n moon trouble due to 6H of disease

venus represent libra sign for kidney conjuct saturn aspected by mars

jupiter n moon are considered the karaka for kidney disease ???

bread cancer was diagnosed in march 2013 (sat-sat 1st sector)

7H for kidney

how to check here ??

now in ICU from 1st july 2015 (mars alert upto 28th july 2015)

saturn is LoE for 8H

saturn have 14 points for 8H but 17 points for 3H n 12 points for 6H

can say here she will recover but what about mars alert here ?

saturn is NSD to venus with highest point for 8H (16 for 8H 13 for 3H)
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IS THERE ANY HOPE ??

8H have 30 SAV points n 3H has 26 points

three planets giving less than 12 points for 8th house

8H karak n RK mars 8th to its sign in RK house for 8th

mars in jupiter navansh which is in own sign in d1 but in anupchaya house

jupiter is 2nd lord too

karak not strong as less than 12 points for 8H but navansh lord strong for 8H with highest
points

How to interpret this

All respected members plz look this chart n guide

Thanx n Regards 

Anjna

SUBJECT: Re: [astrologyandtimingevents] female having breast cancer in ICUwith Mars
alert
FROM: Anup M <dalh_1@yahoo.com>
TO: "astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com"
<astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com>
DATE: 17/07/2015 22:06

Anjana Ji,

Are you convinced about the birth time?

I think rectification is done wisely as per events.Lagna is on border and almost a minute away for it's
change.

The health problem started with Ra/venus in 1992.Ra is like Ve and Ju in rasi chart.

You can well judge the status of venus here.Its in 11th house as lord of 4th house means its in 8th
house from from own sign.So quality of venus for 4th house is spoiled.Again,Ve is in Moon navamasa
with Sa.
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Further,karaka for 6th house (for illness) is Sa which gave one zero in 5th house (means no planet
supported Sa in 5th house power) and its in Mo navamasa.Mo is 6th lord and its situated in 4th house
with Sa again.Though we do not consider Mo as 6th lord but still Cancer sign as 6th house will lend it's
flavour.This combination for Sa and Ve will sustain in chart till last mahadasa.

Ju mahadasa was little comfortable for here till 2012 when Sa mahadasa started.
For that ,check the status of Sa,its basic points,worksheet points,its karakansha.This will reveal its
status in deep.

Sa is mahadasa lord as well as antra lord.Blessings does not work once in life time rather these are for
whole life if these are powerful.

I simply put basic things in short that members can deduce how these works.

Regards
Anup

From: "anu0562@yahoo.com [astrologyandtimingevents]" <astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com>
To: astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Wednesday, 15 July 2015 4:48 PM
Subject: [astrologyandtimingevents] female having breast cancer in ICU with Mars alert

Respected Members

This native is well known to me
going through a bad phase

female 16/01/1973 9:31 AM calcutta west bengal
marriage on 17 jan 1992
son birth 24/11/1992 (normal)

native not well from march 2013
diagnosed with breast cancer after treatment she was OK
but suddenly in 2014 complications of treatment started to come change in hormones
 health decreasing day by day now in ICU (mars alert)
after Son birth she had a serious kidney problem (SLA)... which was life threatening
she has a very great nature, everyone loves her n like, she bears pain but not tell
she has not good relations with father in law he treated her like maid bahu
husband dont listen in case of father in law otherwise love n care a lot

if we check events of marriage happened on the age of 18y 11m (Rahu - Venus 2nd sec)
she has blessings as 2L n 9L together in 11H 
in d9 1L n 9L in 5/9 position
FK jupiter in HoC upchaya House in own navansh in D9 with 6L in 7H
RK venus with saturn in moon navansh
moon in HoD with saturn
there is delay due to saturn but due to blessings marriage happened earlier
FK jupiter in own navansh also mitigating delay
NK venus in moon navansh in D is also good
with 28 points in asc good confidence n able to balance life with others
asc/7H points <5 also good with 5/9 relationship
from sun it is 1/1 and moon it is 2/12 little problems n differences also indicating
Here Mars giving 0 points in 5H which is HoD for 8th
Dasha lord Rahu represent NK n FK for 7H
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venus LoD NSD to saturn LoE gave marriage

Sun transit was in saturn sign sun nakshatra
saturn LoE in HoD NSD to venus and sun LoB in HoE SD to saturn

so event matching with the birth time given

son birth at the age of 19y 10m (Rahu-venus 3rd sec)

Rahu represent venus n jupiter
jupiter NK for 5H and venus SD to saturn which is FK for 5H
for 11H mercury is NK n moon is FK
FK me in HoB n moon in HoE good
venus n saturn both in moon navansh so SD to moon
venus is LoE in HoB (11) indicating event to happened early

How to see kidney problem just after son birth in KAS
saturn aspect on HoA (6) for 11 and one 0 in 5th house ???
6L moon in 4H with saturn n having malefic aspect of mars ??
jupiter venus under nodes effect and moon with saturn with mars aspect
venus is natural 2L so troublesome
6H karak saturn in 4th place conjuct 6L not good
in d9 saturn SD to venus n moon trouble due to 6H of disease
venus represent libra sign for kidney conjuct saturn aspected by mars
jupiter n moon are considered the karaka for kidney disease ???

bread cancer was diagnosed in march 2013 (sat-sat 1st sector)
7H for kidney
how to check here ??

now in ICU from 1st july 2015 (mars alert upto 28th july 2015)
saturn is LoE for 8H
saturn have 14 points for 8H but 17 points for 3H n 12 points for 6H
can say here she will recover but what about mars alert here ?
saturn is NSD to venus with highest point for 8H (16 for 8H 13 for 3H)

IS THERE ANY HOPE ??
8H have 30 SAV points n 3H has 26 points
three planets giving less than 12 points for 8th house

8H karak n RK mars 8th to its sign in RK house for 8th
mars in jupiter navansh which is in own sign in d1 but in anupchaya house
jupiter is 2nd lord too
karak not strong as less than 12 points for 8H but navansh lord strong for 8H with highest points
How to interpret this

All respected members plz look this chart n guide

Thanx n Regards 
Anjna

SUBJECT: Re: [astrologyandtimingevents] female having breast cancer in ICUwith Mars
alert
FROM: Anup M <dalh_1@yahoo.com>
TO: "astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com"
<astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com>
DATE: 18/07/2015 14:21

Dear Anjana Ji
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Yes,there are blessings as 9th lord and 2nd lord are situated in the same house.
This shows father supports to the native.

Powerful blessing are when 9th lord from lagna,moon and sun are in 5:9.
But here you can see its in 6:8 ratio in lagna ,moon and sun.

Father's death is in line as you mentioned Ju/Sa.

Sa has influence of Me and Ma.

For 8th house ,Ma is karak (for natural death) but Ma mahadasa will not turn out in her life
because she had gone through it already after birth.

Ju mahadasa also elapsed where Ju is samdharmi to Ma and could trigger for 8th house.

Now its Sa  mahadasa.Sa is LoE ,may cause event owing to illness (as its happening in  LoE).Sa has
14 points for 8th house.Sa is with Me in d10.Sa is samdharmi to 6th lord.

All these things showing up negativity for the native when there is Sa component.
You may jog slowly studying this chart.Apply KAS rules and everything will be clear.

Regards
Anup

From: "anjali gupta anu0562@yahoo.com [astrologyandtimingevents]"
<astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com>
To: astrologyandtimingevents <astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com> 
Sent: Saturday, 18 July 2015 11:05 AM
Subject: Re: [astrologyandtimingevents] female having breast cancer in ICU with Mars alert

Dear Anup ji

For an early marriage strong blessings required so from that it seems ok. As I think Father death is also
confirmed. I am not so perfect so put in group for study purpose.

REGARDS 
Anjna

From: Anup M dalh_1@yahoo.com [astrologyandtimingevents] <astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com>; 
To: astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com <astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com>; 
Subject: Re: [astrologyandtimingevents] female having breast cancer in ICU with Mars alert 
Sent: Fri, Jul 17, 2015 4:36:03 PM 

 
Anjana Ji,

Are you convinced about the birth time?

I think rectification is done wisely as per events.Lagna is on border and almost a minute away for it's
change.
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The health problem started with Ra/venus in 1992.Ra is like Ve and Ju in rasi chart.

You can well judge the status of venus here.Its in 11th house as lord of 4th house means its in 8th
house from from own sign.So quality of venus for 4th house is spoiled.Again,Ve is in Moon navamasa
with Sa.

Further,karaka for 6th house (for illness) is Sa which gave one zero in 5th house (means no planet
supported Sa in 5th house power) and its in Mo navamasa.Mo is 6th lord and its situated in 4th house
with Sa again.Though we do not consider Mo as 6th lord but still Cancer sign as 6th house will lend
it's flavour.This combination for Sa and Ve will sustain in chart till last mahadasa.

Ju mahadasa was little comfortable for here till 2012 when Sa mahadasa started.
For that ,check the status of Sa,its basic points,worksheet points,its karakansha.This will reveal its
status in deep.

Sa is mahadasa lord as well as antra lord.Blessings does not work once in life time rather these are
for whole life if these are powerful.

I simply put basic things in short that members can deduce how these works.

Regards
Anup

From: "anu0562@yahoo.com [astrologyandtimingevents]" <astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com>
To: astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Wednesday, 15 July 2015 4:48 PM
Subject: [astrologyandtimingevents] female having breast cancer in ICU with Mars alert

 
Respected Members

This native is well known to me
going through a bad phase

female 16/01/1973 9:31 AM calcutta west bengal
marriage on 17 jan 1992
son birth 24/11/1992 (normal)

native not well from march 2013
diagnosed with breast cancer after treatment she was OK
but suddenly in 2014 complications of treatment started to come change in hormones
 health decreasing day by day now in ICU (mars alert)
after Son birth she had a serious kidney problem (SLA)... which was life threatening
she has a very great nature, everyone loves her n like, she bears pain but not tell
she has not good relations with father in law he treated her like maid bahu
husband dont listen in case of father in law otherwise love n care a lot

if we check events of marriage happened on the age of 18y 11m (Rahu - Venus 2nd sec)
she has blessings as 2L n 9L together in 11H 
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in d9 1L n 9L in 5/9 position
FK jupiter in HoC upchaya House in own navansh in D9 with 6L in 7H
RK venus with saturn in moon navansh
moon in HoD with saturn
there is delay due to saturn but due to blessings marriage happened earlier
FK jupiter in own navansh also mitigating delay
NK venus in moon navansh in D is also good
with 28 points in asc good confidence n able to balance life with others
asc/7H points <5 also good with 5/9 relationship
from sun it is 1/1 and moon it is 2/12 little problems n differences also indicating
Here Mars giving 0 points in 5H which is HoD for 8th
Dasha lord Rahu represent NK n FK for 7H
venus LoD NSD to saturn LoE gave marriage

Sun transit was in saturn sign sun nakshatra
saturn LoE in HoD NSD to venus and sun LoB in HoE SD to saturn

so event matching with the birth time given

son birth at the age of 19y 10m (Rahu-venus 3rd sec)

Rahu represent venus n jupiter
jupiter NK for 5H and venus SD to saturn which is FK for 5H
for 11H mercury is NK n moon is FK
FK me in HoB n moon in HoE good
venus n saturn both in moon navansh so SD to moon
venus is LoE in HoB (11) indicating event to happened early

How to see kidney problem just after son birth in KAS
saturn aspect on HoA (6) for 11 and one 0 in 5th house ???
6L moon in 4H with saturn n having malefic aspect of mars ??
jupiter venus under nodes effect and moon with saturn with mars aspect
venus is natural 2L so troublesome
6H karak saturn in 4th place conjuct 6L not good
in d9 saturn SD to venus n moon trouble due to 6H of disease
venus represent libra sign for kidney conjuct saturn aspected by mars
jupiter n moon are considered the karaka for kidney disease ???

bread cancer was diagnosed in march 2013 (sat-sat 1st sector)
7H for kidney
how to check here ??

now in ICU from 1st july 2015 (mars alert upto 28th july 2015)
saturn is LoE for 8H
saturn have 14 points for 8H but 17 points for 3H n 12 points for 6H
can say here she will recover but what about mars alert here ?
saturn is NSD to venus with highest point for 8H (16 for 8H 13 for 3H)

IS THERE ANY HOPE ??
8H have 30 SAV points n 3H has 26 points
three planets giving less than 12 points for 8th house

8H karak n RK mars 8th to its sign in RK house for 8th
mars in jupiter navansh which is in own sign in d1 but in anupchaya house
jupiter is 2nd lord too
karak not strong as less than 12 points for 8H but navansh lord strong for 8H with highest points
How to interpret this

All respected members plz look this chart n guide

Thanx n Regards 
Anjna
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SUBJECT: Re: [astrologyandtimingevents] Re: Want to go abroad for job npermanent
settlement
FROM: Anup M <dalh_1@yahoo.com>
TO: "astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com"
<astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com>
DATE: 18/07/2015 21:28

Dear Anjana Ji

Please do not seek direct predictions on this group.

If you are learning KAS and making mistakes which everybody does,then go through archives,
read Guru ji's book (which you might have received till now) and lessons also.First thing is
basics.Excercise on these taking various charts,be convinced that what you are applying is your own
practise and time.

I still appreciate your analysis for previous charts and hope you miss out few more things of KAS
rules.By now, you should be familiar with small small things you asked like what is DBCE points, how
to assoiciate this with 12th house..how rajyoga works with KAS...!!!

If you have not touched this much level,then still you need to practise more before you jump into
prediction.

Give as many charts as you can but not for prediction.Rather split your questions in tiny steps in
mails after you get members reply.This can firm your foundation for KAS.

Otherwise you are doing well except basics to apply.

Regards
Anup

From: "anjali gupta anu0562@yahoo.com [astrologyandtimingevents]"
<astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com>
To: astrologyandtimingevents <astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com> 
Cc: Krushana Jugal <krushana@gmail.com> 
Sent: Saturday, 18 July 2015 5:04 PM
Subject: [astrologyandtimingevents] Re: Want to go abroad for job n permanent settlement

Respected Sir 

If I am doing mistake means trying to get KAS LAWS
If possible Plz guide regarding foreign settlement with example chart as I learn better with examples so
always try to confirm with some related horoscope.
Kindly check my explanation with work sheet points regarding 12h n foreign if native itself strongly inclined
towards foreign settlement.
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Thanks n Regards 
Anjna

SUBJECT: Re: [astrologyandtimingevents] female having breast cancer in ICUwith
Mars alert
FROM: Anup M <dalh_1@yahoo.com>
TO: "astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com"
<astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com>
DATE: 20/07/2015 20:37

Dear Anjana Ji

KAS is not practised for looking into negative things to happen.

A bindu is always benefic and contributed as a planet's power.So is our worksheet where
accumulated power 
for each planet is calculated only considering bindus Here we get events as per antras. 

That why KAS teaches us to stay positive and hopeful while any event occur ,instead swaying for
odd events.

3rd house is house of life,prakaram or we say, such people maintain willpower during their tough
time.

If the birth time is correct,its difficult time for her till september.That much i can write

Regards
Anup

From: "anjali gupta anu0562@yahoo.com [astrologyandtimingevents]"
<astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com>
To: astrologyandtimingevents <astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com> 
Sent: Monday, 20 July 2015 4:37 PM
Subject: Re: [astrologyandtimingevents] female having breast cancer in ICU with Mars alert

Dear Anup ji

One thing give me some positive indications also as 3rd house points are more than 8th. She also very
positive n wanna live long. She has three planets giving less points for 8th house with 30 sav points.

Regards 
Anjna

From: Anup M dalh_1@yahoo.com [astrologyandtimingevents] <astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com>; 
To: astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com <astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com>; 
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Subject: Re: [astrologyandtimingevents] female having breast cancer in ICU with Mars alert 
Sent: Sat, Jul 18, 2015 8:51:32 AM 

 
Dear Anjana Ji

Yes,there are blessings as 9th lord and 2nd lord are situated in the same house.
This shows father supports to the native.

Powerful blessing are when 9th lord from lagna,moon and sun are in 5:9.
But here you can see its in 6:8 ratio in lagna ,moon and sun.

Father's death is in line as you mentioned Ju/Sa.

Sa has influence of Me and Ma.

For 8th house ,Ma is karak (for natural death) but Ma mahadasa will not turn out in her life
because she had gone through it already after birth.

Ju mahadasa also elapsed where Ju is samdharmi to Ma and could trigger for 8th house.

Now its Sa  mahadasa.Sa is LoE ,may cause event owing to illness (as its happening in  LoE).Sa
has 14 points for 8th house.Sa is with Me in d10.Sa is samdharmi to 6th lord.

All these things showing up negativity for the native when there is Sa component.
You may jog slowly studying this chart.Apply KAS rules and everything will be clear.

Regards
Anup

From: "anjali gupta anu0562@yahoo.com [astrologyandtimingevents]"
<astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com>
To: astrologyandtimingevents <astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com> 
Sent: Saturday, 18 July 2015 11:05 AM
Subject: Re: [astrologyandtimingevents] female having breast cancer in ICU with Mars alert

 
Dear Anup ji

For an early marriage strong blessings required so from that it seems ok. As I think Father death is also
confirmed. I am not so perfect so put in group for study purpose.

REGARDS 
Anjna

From: Anup M dalh_1@yahoo.com [astrologyandtimingevents] <astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com>; 
To: astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com <astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com>; 
Subject: Re: [astrologyandtimingevents] female having breast cancer in ICU with Mars alert 
Sent: Fri, Jul 17, 2015 4:36:03 PM 

 
Anjana Ji,
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Are you convinced about the birth time?

I think rectification is done wisely as per events.Lagna is on border and almost a minute away for it's
change.

The health problem started with Ra/venus in 1992.Ra is like Ve and Ju in rasi chart.

You can well judge the status of venus here.Its in 11th house as lord of 4th house means its in 8th
house from from own sign.So quality of venus for 4th house is spoiled.Again,Ve is in Moon
navamasa with Sa.

Further,karaka for 6th house (for illness) is Sa which gave one zero in 5th house (means no planet
supported Sa in 5th house power) and its in Mo navamasa.Mo is 6th lord and its situated in 4th
house with Sa again.Though we do not consider Mo as 6th lord but still Cancer sign as 6th house
will lend it's flavour.This combination for Sa and Ve will sustain in chart till last mahadasa.

Ju mahadasa was little comfortable for here till 2012 when Sa mahadasa started.
For that ,check the status of Sa,its basic points,worksheet points,its karakansha.This will reveal its
status in deep.

Sa is mahadasa lord as well as antra lord.Blessings does not work once in life time rather these are
for whole life if these are powerful.

I simply put basic things in short that members can deduce how these works.

Regards
Anup

From: "anu0562@yahoo.com [astrologyandtimingevents]" <astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com>
To: astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Wednesday, 15 July 2015 4:48 PM
Subject: [astrologyandtimingevents] female having breast cancer in ICU with Mars alert

 
Respected Members

This native is well known to me
going through a bad phase

female 16/01/1973 9:31 AM calcutta west bengal
marriage on 17 jan 1992
son birth 24/11/1992 (normal)

native not well from march 2013
diagnosed with breast cancer after treatment she was OK
but suddenly in 2014 complications of treatment started to come change in hormones
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 health decreasing day by day now in ICU (mars alert)
after Son birth she had a serious kidney problem (SLA)... which was life threatening
she has a very great nature, everyone loves her n like, she bears pain but not tell
she has not good relations with father in law he treated her like maid bahu
husband dont listen in case of father in law otherwise love n care a lot

if we check events of marriage happened on the age of 18y 11m (Rahu - Venus 2nd sec)
she has blessings as 2L n 9L together in 11H 
in d9 1L n 9L in 5/9 position
FK jupiter in HoC upchaya House in own navansh in D9 with 6L in 7H
RK venus with saturn in moon navansh
moon in HoD with saturn
there is delay due to saturn but due to blessings marriage happened earlier
FK jupiter in own navansh also mitigating delay
NK venus in moon navansh in D is also good
with 28 points in asc good confidence n able to balance life with others
asc/7H points <5 also good with 5/9 relationship
from sun it is 1/1 and moon it is 2/12 little problems n differences also indicating
Here Mars giving 0 points in 5H which is HoD for 8th
Dasha lord Rahu represent NK n FK for 7H
venus LoD NSD to saturn LoE gave marriage

Sun transit was in saturn sign sun nakshatra
saturn LoE in HoD NSD to venus and sun LoB in HoE SD to saturn

so event matching with the birth time given

son birth at the age of 19y 10m (Rahu-venus 3rd sec)

Rahu represent venus n jupiter
jupiter NK for 5H and venus SD to saturn which is FK for 5H
for 11H mercury is NK n moon is FK
FK me in HoB n moon in HoE good
venus n saturn both in moon navansh so SD to moon
venus is LoE in HoB (11) indicating event to happened early

How to see kidney problem just after son birth in KAS
saturn aspect on HoA (6) for 11 and one 0 in 5th house ???
6L moon in 4H with saturn n having malefic aspect of mars ??
jupiter venus under nodes effect and moon with saturn with mars aspect
venus is natural 2L so troublesome
6H karak saturn in 4th place conjuct 6L not good
in d9 saturn SD to venus n moon trouble due to 6H of disease
venus represent libra sign for kidney conjuct saturn aspected by mars
jupiter n moon are considered the karaka for kidney disease ???

bread cancer was diagnosed in march 2013 (sat-sat 1st sector)
7H for kidney
how to check here ??

now in ICU from 1st july 2015 (mars alert upto 28th july 2015)
saturn is LoE for 8H
saturn have 14 points for 8H but 17 points for 3H n 12 points for 6H
can say here she will recover but what about mars alert here ?
saturn is NSD to venus with highest point for 8H (16 for 8H 13 for 3H)

IS THERE ANY HOPE ??
8H have 30 SAV points n 3H has 26 points
three planets giving less than 12 points for 8th house

8H karak n RK mars 8th to its sign in RK house for 8th
mars in jupiter navansh which is in own sign in d1 but in anupchaya house
jupiter is 2nd lord too
karak not strong as less than 12 points for 8H but navansh lord strong for 8H with highest points
How to interpret this
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All respected members plz look this chart n guide

Thanx n Regards 
Anjna

SUBJECT: Re: [astrologyandtimingevents] Re: Want to go abroad for job npermanent
settlement
FROM: Anup M <dalh_1@yahoo.com>
TO: "astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com"
<astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com>
DATE: 20/07/2015 20:59

Dear Anjana Ji

Small questions help to understand anything you are learning.

You can grok dificult questions ,where you may stuck and this will not confuse you for the any
chart. 

Moreover, while you writing whole lenghty write up about a chart, giving you own explanations
containing 5-6 questions
with question marks, makes no sense for anyone who want to reply your mail.

Append questions one by one in mails,understanding each KAS rule.

Associating a question with a scenario is something unique way ,which you will not forget whole
life.

This surely will help you to learn our wonderful system of KAS

Regards
Anup

From: "anu0562@yahoo.com [astrologyandtimingevents]"
<astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com>
To: astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Monday, 20 July 2015 4:56 PM
Subject: [astrologyandtimingevents] Re: Want to go abroad for job n permanent settlement

Dear Anup ji
I know my basics are not solid but will be with time. Actually I have GAJANI style of memory so I learn
with example to make it strong. Whatever I have got about KAS i m trying to apply with the life of the
persons whose birth Details I have.
But I got you to put in tiny steps before the group.

Regards
Anjna
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SUBJECT: Re: [astrologyandtimingevents] female having breast cancer in ICU with
Mars alert
FROM: Anup M <dalh_1@yahoo.com>
TO: "astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups com"
<astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com>
DATE: 22/07/2015 17:54

Dear anjana ji

Sad to know this.
May her soul rest in peace.

-Anup

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android

From:"anu0562@yahoo.com [astrologyandtimingevents]"
<astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com>
Date:Wed, 22 Jul, 2015 at 17:30
Subject:Re: [astrologyandtimingevents] female having breast cancer in ICU with Mars
alert

Respected Sir

This native expired today at 6:10 am

Regards 
Anjna

SUBJECT: Re: [astrologyandtimingevents] LESSONS
FROM: Anup M <dalh_1@yahoo.com>
TO: "astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com"
<astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com>
DATE: 22/07/2015 20:06

Dear Shatrughan ji

Please refer to the following site for purchase of guru ji's book "KAS DIMESNSION"

www.kasacademy.com

www.KRUSHNA’S ASHTAKAVARGA SYSTEMS, India
 

  

  

 
 

KRUSHNA’S ASHTAKAVARG
A SYSTEMS, India
KRUSHNA’S ASHTAKAVARGA SYSTEM
S, India

https://overview.mail.yahoo.com/mobile/?.src=Android
http://kasacademy.com/
http://kasacademy.com/
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Also you can find lessons in files page of astrologyandtimingevents group.

Regards
Anup

From: "svsinhar1210@yahoo.com.au [astrologyandtimingevents]"
<astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com>
To: astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Monday, 20 July 2015 4:02 PM
Subject: [astrologyandtimingevents] LESSONS

dear krushna ji, anup Ji and Ashji.
Namaste.
I am looking for the website written in the introduction email.
krushna.sageasita.com
and  www.ashtro.ca does not open.
Please guide in this regard.
Thanks and regards
shatrughan

SUBJECT: Re: [astrologyandtimingevents] Queries ..
FROM: Anup M <dalh_1@yahoo.com>
TO: "astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com"
<astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com>
DATE: 26/07/2015 17:22

Dea Shatrughan ji

Your answers are below in short.

From: "Shatrughan svsinhar1210@yahoo.com.au [astrologyandtimingevents]"
<astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com>
To: astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Friday, 24 July 2015 4:42 PM
Subject: [astrologyandtimingevents] Queries ..

Dear learned members,
Namaste.
I was going through lesson 4 meaning of houses:
1) sub period meaning antardasa? YES

2) How 10th house indicates children.10TH HOUSE IS LO (EAGER) FOR 5TH HOUSE RESULT 
3) if two planets with more than 4 benefic points in a house exchange results ?
DEPENDS.IF THEY BOTH ARE IN SAME SIGN AND  NAKSHATRA,THEY WILL BECOME
SAMDHARMI.

Best regards

View on kasacademy.com Preview by Yahoo

 

http://www.ashtro.ca/
http://kasacademy.com/
http://kasacademy.com/
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Shatrughan
Sent from my iPhone

SUBJECT: Re: [astrologyandtimingevents] Shri APJ Kalam
FROM: Anup M <dalh_1@yahoo.com>
TO: "astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com"
<astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com>
DATE: 28/07/2015 18:41

Dear Vijay Ji

Try leo lagna early morning.

-Anup

From: "Vijay Nellore nellorev@yahoo.com [astrologyandtimingevents]"
<astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com>
To: "astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com" <astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, 28 July 2015 3:58 PM
Subject: [astrologyandtimingevents] Shri APJ Kalam

Dear Group members: Can any one furnish me the TOB of the late President APJ
Kalam. Google was of little help to me other than the day and place of birth. Thank
you in advance, Best regards,

Vijay

SUBJECT: Re: [astrologyandtimingevents] Shri APJ Kalam
FROM: Anup M <dalh_1@yahoo.com>
TO: "astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com"
<astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com>
DATE: 28/07/2015 20:09

Dear Group

For detailed past events of Dr Abdul Kalam ji,you can go through the following link
on page number 37

A.P.J. Abdul Kalam
 

   

 

  

A.P.J. Abdul Kalam
On the life and achievements of Avul Pakir
Jainulabudeen Abdul Kalam, b. 1931, Pres
ident of India and architect of missile tech
nology in India.

View on books.google.co.in Preview by Yahoo
 

https://books.google.co.in/books?id=W3K3wQsM9PUC&pg=PA34&lpg=PA34&dq=when+did+abdul+kalam+father+died&source=bl&ots=K10Fmz4wPs&sig=NMrLUiErdwU-i-G7vB8b_04XMX8&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0CEYQ6AEwBmoVChMIuKjr6Nj7xgIVygmOCh1RIA27#v=onepage&q=when%20did%20abdul%20kalam%20father%20died&f=false
https://books.google.co.in/books?id=W3K3wQsM9PUC&pg=PA34&lpg=PA34&dq=when+did+abdul+kalam+father+died&source=bl&ots=K10Fmz4wPs&sig=NMrLUiErdwU-i-G7vB8b_04XMX8&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0CEYQ6AEwBmoVChMIuKjr6Nj7xgIVygmOCh1RIA27#v=onepage&q=when%20did%20abdul%20kalam%20father%20died&f=false
https://books.google.co.in/books?id=W3K3wQsM9PUC&pg=PA34&lpg=PA34&dq=when+did+abdul+kalam+father+died&source=bl&ots=K10Fmz4wPs&sig=NMrLUiErdwU-i-G7vB8b_04XMX8&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0CEYQ6AEwBmoVChMIuKjr6Nj7xgIVygmOCh1RIA27#v=onepage&q=when%20did%20abdul%20kalam%20father%20died&f=false
https://books.google.co.in/books?id=W3K3wQsM9PUC&pg=PA34&lpg=PA34&dq=when+did+abdul+kalam+father+died&source=bl&ots=K10Fmz4wPs&sig=NMrLUiErdwU-i-G7vB8b_04XMX8&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0CEYQ6AEwBmoVChMIuKjr6Nj7xgIVygmOCh1RIA27#v=onepage&q=when%20did%20abdul%20kalam%20father%20died&f=false
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You can match the prime events for the chart from above information.

Regards
Anup

From: "Francois CARRIERE astrophile001@gmail.com [astrologyandtimingevents]"
<astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com>
To: astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com 
Sent: Tuesday, 28 July 2015 7:54 PM
Subject: Re: [astrologyandtimingevents] Shri APJ Kalam

Vijay,

AstroSage.com sometimes has complete birth data for Indian celebrity. In this case, APJ Kalam is
included:
http://www.astrosage.com/celebrity-horoscope/a-p-j-abdul-kalam-horoscope.asp

Name: A. P. J. Abdul Kalam
Date of Birth: Thursday, October 15, 1931
Time of Birth: 01:15:00
Place of Birth: Rameswaram
Longitude: 79 E 17
Latitude: 9 N 17
Time Zone: 5.5
Information Source: 765 Notable Horoscopes
AstroSage Rating: Reference

Hope it will help you!

Best regards,
François

2015-07-28 6:28 GMT-04:00 Vijay Nellore nellorev@yahoo.com [astrologyandtimingevents]
<astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com>:
 
Dear Group members: Can any one furnish me the TOB of the late President APJ
Kalam. Google was of little help to me other than the day and place of birth. Thank
you in advance, Best regards,

Vijay

http://www.astrosage.com/celebrity-horoscope/a-p-j-abdul-kalam-horoscope.asp
http://www.astrosage.com/celebrity-horoscope/astrosage-rating.asp
mailto:nellorev@yahoo.com
mailto:astrologyandtimingevents@yahoogroups.com

